
Armageddon 2003: This Year Is
Really Bad
Armageddon  2003
Date: December 14, 2003
Location: TD Waterhouse Centre, Orlando, Florida
Attendance: 9,000
Commentators: Jim Ross, Jerry Lawler

 

We continue this series with 2003’s show, which something tells me won’t
be all that good. The main event is Kane vs. Goldberg vs. HHH for the Raw
world title. This is Raw only so we’re not going to see much else other
than that of note. This was a bad time for the company as the whole show
on Raw was about HHH and there wasn’t much else to say. Benoit was on the
rise though and that guy named Cena was making some noise on Smackdown.
Anyway let’s get to this.

 

Foley has some authority here which I don’t remember at all.

 

Lillian sings the national anthem. Oh ok this is right after Sadaam
Hussein was caught. That explains it.

 

The opening video quotes the Bible a lot.

 

Booker T vs. Mark Henry

 

Henry is getting a big heel push here which would be over soon. He beat
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Booker at Survivor Series to eliminate him from that match. Henry won a
street fight also so we finish the feud with a regular match of course.
Booker goes straight at him and that fails pretty quickly. Teddy Long
manages Henry because they’re both black I guess. Henry tosses him to the
floor and Booker fires off a kick. That gets him rammed into the steps so
I guess that was a bad idea.

 

Booker manages a plancha to the floor and Henry is rocked a bit. Back in
and the missile dropkick gets two. Henry gets him in position for the
World’s Strongest Slam but I guess falling all the way down is too much
for him so he settles for a backbreaker. Bow and arrow goes on and Henry
is dominating. Off to the chinlock now to waste some time. Booker keeps
slapping the mat but that’s not a tap because it’s not the planned finish
I guess.

 

Oh now it’s a bearhug for rest hold #3 in a row. I guess the resting took
too much out of Henry. Henry takes him down again but misses a legdrop to
give Booker a breather. Booker gets in some kicks and the axe kick gets
two. Henry gets a spinebuster for two as Henry is spent. Leg drop hits as
Ross blames Henry’s lack of experience. Are you kidding me? Another slam
gets two. And out of nowhere Booker gets a kick to the ribs and the
second scissors kick to end it. Totally random ending.

 

Rating: D+. Not bad but Booker was in against someone that he couldn’t
carry for the most part. Henry is someone that doesn’t need to be out
there for nearly ten minutes, especially in the opening match. Not much
here as for the most part it was pretty dull. Also the ending being all
insane didn’t help.

 

Bischoff tells Christian and Jericho that they need to beat Lita and
Trish tonight. Jericho is apprehensive about this which would lead to his



face turn. They’re interrupted by Foley’s music in the arena.

 

Here’s Foley complete with a cheap pop for saying Orlando. There’s a
petition  to  bring  Austin  back  apparently  and  there  are  a  lot  of
signatures on it. Stacy comes out as a cheerleader to celebrate with
Foley for getting that many signatures. Even Foley does a cartwheel.
Here’s Evolution to complain though, in the form of Orton and Flair.
Orton vs. Foley was teased forever but they didn’t pull the trigger for a
long time. Orton says Austin is gone and Orton wants the IC Title. Foley
takes off his shirt and is refereeing the IC Title match, which is RIGHT
NOW.

 

Intercontinental Title: Rob Van Dam vs. Randy Orton

 

Rob takes him down quickly and Orton heads to the floor. Back in and we
get some surprisingly decent chain wrestling, resulting in a standoff.
Rob gets a shot to the ribs and a cross body off the top for two.
Spinwheel kick puts Orton on the floor as Rob has been in control nearly
the entire match so far. Big dive takes Orton out again as Rob threatens
Flair a bit.

 

Slingshot legdrop gets two. He tries to go up again but Orton manages to
shove him off, flying into the railing in one of his signature spots. Out
to the floor and Orton gets that awesome dropkick of his. Back in and
Orton chokes away with Rob making a hilarious face at the same time.
Foley pulls Orton off Rob and Flair is TICKED.

 

Orton takes over with his usual stuff. Well usual for this time at least.
It’s so weird to see him with only a few tattoos and normal looking skin.
There’s the chinlock just to confirm it’s an Orton match. Big clothesline



by Orton but he poses instead of covering. Seated dropkick gets two and
it’s chinlock city again. Rob grabs a rolling cradle out of nowhere for
two.

 

Split legged moonsault gets two. Orton hits a move of his I’ve always
loved: he puts Rob on his shoulder like for a powerbomb and steps
forward, pulling Rob down into a neckbreaker. Love that. Oh look here’s
another chinlock. I know that’s a cliché for him but it’s true. Rob
fights out of it after WAY too long and hits his spin kick to take over.

 

Off to the floor again and with Orton draped over the railing, Rob hits
that spinwheel kick off the apron. Elevated DDT coming back in gets two.
Knee drop by Orton misses and Van Dam gets a rollup with his legs for
two. Rolling Thunder hits and there goes Flair whose hair is DRENCHED.
Spinning kick takes down Randy again and it’s Five Star time. Flair has
something in his hand but Foley takes him down. Orton dropkicks Rob off
the ropes and there’s the RKO for the title.

 

Rating: C+. Pretty good here but Orton clearly didn’t know how to work a
long match, although to be fair he still pretty much doesn’t. Van Dam is
a weird guy to have carry you so Orton had to do a lot here. Foley would
get spat on the next night and leave until the Rumble and then wrestle
against Orton at Mania and Backlash. Either way, not bad here but not a
classic.

 

We recap Christian/Jericho vs. Trish/Lita. This was a long story but a
pretty good one at the same time. Jericho and Christian tried to hook up
with Trish and Lita respectively with a secret bet being that whoever got
to  sleep  with  their  respective  chick  first  wins  a  single  dollar,
Canadian. Trish started to fall for Jericho and then overheard the whole
story behind the bet.



 

The girls came out and held up the Canadian dollar that Christian put
down for the bet. They actually beat up the Canadian guys and Eric made
an intergender tag match. Jericho however started to feel bad about all
this, beginning his face turn. This was a really good story and it worked
all the way through Mania.

 

Chris Jericho/Christian vs. Lita/Trish Stratus

 

JR says that Bischoff is like Hussein. No, he isn’t. Jericho and Trish
start us off and Jericho tries to explain. A right hand slap misses but
the left connects. After all those years of Trish being the best female
wrestler in the country, Trish becomes a slap fighter. Jericho spanks her
which wakes Trish up a bit so she starts firing off some headscissors and
dropkicks.

 

Christian tags himself in and wants Lita. Lita at least tries some more
leverage and speed moves which is what she does in her regular matches so
it makes sense. A slam puts Lita down and it’s off to Jericho. Then he
stands on her hair and pulls her up. FREAKING OW MAN!!! Lita counters a
powerbomb into a rana and it’s off to Christian. There goes Lita’s top
which makes Christian far more popular.

 

Lita manages to get a low blow in and there’s Trish. THANKFULLY she wakes
up and fights like she’s capable of doing, snapping off her forearms and
the Chick Kick. Stratusfaction doesn’t work but she ducks to avoid a
charging Christian and he goes to the floor. Lita crotches Jericho but
the Stratusphere doesn’t work. Christian gets two but the Matrish sends
Christian into Jericho for two. Lita snaps off a rana which she does
better than almost anyone. Jericho checks on Trish and Christian rolls
her up for the pin.



 

Rating: C. All things considered, not too bad here. Once Trish remembered
how to wrestle this got a lot better. The men vs. women matches can work
and this got close as the girls weren’t out there using nothing but
chokes and slaps as they used their regular stuff and it worked pretty
well. Not a great match or anything but for the purposes of this it was
fine.

 

We recap Shawn vs. Batista. Shawn was the last man standing in the
Survivor Series match and was making an incredibly comeback but Batista
ran in and drilled Shawn with the Batista Bomb and Shawn couldn’t get up
from that. Eric and Shawn blamed each other for Austin being gone as per
the stipulations of the loss. Batista said he cost Shawn his job and
Shawn said come get some, hence the following match.

 

Shawn Michaels vs. Batista

 

Batista hadn’t been back long after a triceps injury so this is one of

his first major singles feuds. This is Shawn’s 68th PPV match. That’s a
pretty awesome number, especially when this is Batista’s third match on
PPV. Flair is with Batista here again. Shawn snaps off some punches in
the corner which don’t do much damage but they’re something I guess. More
of them land and Batista is getting annoyed.

 

Shawn fires some kicks into the leg and tags Ric on the floor. Back in
the ring Batista gets his hands on Shawn and the pain begins. Suplex gets
two. Big Dave works on the back which is still the focal point of Shawn
every time he’s out there. There’s the forearm but Batista kills him with
a clothesline after the nipup. To the floor we go and Shawn eats steps.

 



More back worth by Dave, this time in the form of a backbreaker. Shawn
starts  his  comeback  with  a  bunch  of  strikes  and  there’s  a  second
forearm/nipup. A two handed choke by Batista is countered into a DDT to
put both guys down. The big elbow hits and the fans are into it all of a
sudden. Chin music is countered into a spinebuster though and there’s a
second one. Batista Bomb is countered out of nowhere and Shawn hits the
kick, falling on top for the pin.

 

Rating: B-. Not terrible but I wasn’t feeling the ending. I get the
theory of it, which is Shawn can’t go toe to toe with him and needs to
use his experience to get that one big shot in to take Batista down, but
that doesn’t mean it worked. Not a bad match but Batista was still
getting the hang of things and it showed. Shawn helped him through a lot
of this, and that’s the point of a veteran.

 

Maven vs. Matt Hardy

 

Maven comes out while Batista is still in the ring and Big Dave is MAD.
This is still Matt Hardy V 1.0. Today’s Matt fact is that his fingernails
go quickly. They start it out on the ramp as Batista and Flair are still
in the ring. Matt throws Maven into the ring and Batista kills him with
some clotheslines and various other attacks, finishing it with the Bomb.
Make that a pair of Bombs. No match due to the attack. This match was
added on Heat so it’s not like this is some huge match that they’re
taking from us. Matt counts a pin of his own which doesn’t count.

 

In the back Batista is still freaking out. See what I mean about the
whole show being around one set of people? Flair tells him they’re
walking out with title belts tonight.

 



Raw Tag Titles: Tag Team Turmoil

 

Gauntlet match more or less, with two teams starting and the winners
advancing to face the next team. There are six teams total and we start
with La Resistance vs. Rosey/Hurricane. The Dudleys are the champions
coming in. Rosey takes over on Conway to start but it’s off to Hurricane
very quickly. Out to the floor quickly which goes nowhere so back in for
a full nelson by Conway.

 

Swinging neckbreaker gets no count because he’s under the ropes. Dupree
comes in as we talk about France in Iraq. Never let it be said that Vince
passes up a chance to cheer on AMERICA. Hurricane gets a face buster to
escape and there’s a double tag. Rosey cleans house and throws out
Dupree. A super splash off the shoulders of Rosey off the second rope
ends Conway.

 

Mark Jindrak and Garrison Cade are in next, running through the crowd and
stealing a rollup pin in maybe 20 seconds.

 

In next are Storm and Venis with the new guys taking over on Jindrak who
escapes to bring in Cade. The fans tell Storm he’s boring which is a
point to his character at this point. Storm speeds things up a bit but
double teaming by the heels takes the heel down. Wait, actually I guess
Storm and Venis are good guys. Works for me I guess. Storm avoids a
splash in the corner and here’s Venis.

 

Val cleans house, destroying both guys with relative ease. He was always
a pretty steady hand so that doesn’t really surprise me. Lance hits a
Cactus Clothesline to take himself and Cade out. Val tries a suplex to
bring Jindrak back in but it’s the Warrior at Mania 5 ending for them.



 

Team number five are the Dudleys, the reigning champions. The Dudleys
take over and it’s a Tree of Woe for Cade. They’re only ten time
champions here so this is a LONG time ago for them. Off to D-Von and
Jindrak with Jindrak hitting a clothesline to get two. Jindrak isn’t that
good at stomping. Cade goes up but mostly misses an elbow. Double tag and
Bubba cranks it up. Everything breaks down and D-Von and Jindrak trade
rollups. Dropkick misses and 3D ends Jindrak.

 

The final team is Steiner/Test. Bubba may have hurt his shoulder. Double
team on Bubba but he manages to take Test down. Suplex sends Bubba flying
and Test works on his arm a bit. We finally get something normal going
with Steiner vs. Bubba. Steiner drops the elbow and actually covers,
getting two. Fujiwara Armbar by Steiner and it’s off to Test who works on
the arm even more.

 

Up to the corner and Bubba shoves Test off and ACTUALLY HITS THE
BACKSPLASH!!! I’ve never seen him hit that ever and shockingly enough the
guy he hit it on is now dead. Double tag brings in Steiner and D-Von.
Neckbreaker takes Scotty down and another one to Test gets two. Double
teaming occurs by the challengers and Test gets a sidewalk slam for two.
Test accidentally kicks Steiner but Test gets a full nelson slam to D-Von
for two. Nice move by the Canadian to send in the belt as a decoy and
then he gets a chair shot with the referee distracted. Doesn’t work as a
Bubba Bomb gets the pin on Test but nice idea.

 

That would be the end in theory but here’s Bischoff to announce that
there’s a final team, who have used their favor for winning at Survivor
Series. Yep it’s Flair/Batista. This lasts about 90 seconds and the
Dudleys get in maybe two punches combined. Batista gets the powerbomb on
D-Von for the titles.



 

Rating: C-. Hard to call these because they’re more or less just a bunch
of Raw matches thrown together into a 20 minute match. It’s ok but if
you’ve seen one of these you’ve seen the vast majority of them. It really
does show you how weak the division is when the Dudleys are the only
realistic team that could win in there. Nothing great but I’ve seen
worse.

 

We hear about Christmas in Baghdad a bit and we get some clips of a press
conference about it.

 

Raw Women’s Title: Molly Holly vs. Ivory

 

This is a bonus match. Molly is champion and there’s no story to this
whatsoever. The thing with Molly at this point is she’s a virgin and
she’s frustrated all the time. From what I remember she was a virgin
until she was married in real life. That’s rather cool. Molly is sent to
the floor as no one cares about this at all. Ivory hits a flip off the
apron to take Molly down again.

 

Back inside as there’s nothing going on here at all. You can tell this is
the food break match before the main event and that’s fine. You have to
have one of those I guess. Armbar goes on by Molly as we talk about
anything but this match. JR apologizes for having nothing to say because
he doesn’t have any notes for it. Molly hits a Muta elbow for two. Ivory
gets a rollup which is reversed into one by Molly for the pin.

 

Rating: D+. Just a match really here. Was there going to be anything of
note here at all expected? It’s just a bonus match so it’s not like you



can really complain here. Neither of these chicks would wind up doing
anything else in the division for more or less the rest of time, so there
you are.

 

We recap the main event. Goldberg beat HHH at Survivor Series on a broken
ankle. You would think that would end the feud but HHH said we’re not
done yet. Then Kane just kind of jumped in for no apparent reason. A
triple threat was made and we get a music video out of it.

 

Raw World Title: Kane vs. HHH vs. Goldberg

 

Goldberg is champion. The first minute is literally just standing around
yelling at each other. Way to use that PPV time guys! The first shot hits
after about a minute and twenty seconds and Goldberg gets double teamed.
After a solid beating, Goldberg gets a shot in via a clothesline but Kane
takes him down with ease. Goldberg fights them both off for a bit and
knocks HHH to the floor.

 

Kane sits up and it’s time for the showdown. After the taller one takes
over, Goldberg gets a spinning neckbreaker but HHH comes back in before
he can capitalize. The top rope clothesline is countered by a slam but
Goldberg actually can’t get HHH up for a gorilla press. Spear is loaded
up and the crowd gets up for it, only for Kane to kick his head off and
hammer away on his fellow member of the bald brotherhood.

 

Double suplex to Goldberg and HHH applauds Kane, who hits a powerslam on
Billy  Boy.  HHH  tries  to  steal  the  pin  and  we  knew  we’d  get  here
eventually. HHH gets knocked to the floor but Kane clothesline Goldberg
on the top rope. JR calls it bowling shoe ugly as HHH pops Kane with a
chair to prevent a chokeslam. Goldberg gets the chair and goes to



Pillmanize HHH’s ankle like HHH hired Batista to do.

 

Kane saves the Game for no apparent reason. I guess this doesn’t have a
password system. Out to the floor and we load up the announce table.
Goldberg fights Kane off and tries to Jackhammer him through the table,
but HHH gets a chair shot in to break it up. Kane chokeslams the other
bald dude on the table but it doesn’t break. HHH drops an elbow to put
him though it though and pops him with a chair also.

 

Kane sees HHH holding the chair and isn’t happy. Then again Kane is never
happy so that works out well. Kane actually lets HHH live, only to be
sent into the steps as soon as he turns his back. Pedigree on the floor
doesn’t work and Kane goes all evil again. Back in the ring and Kane hits
some of his signature spots. The big clothesline looks to set up the
chokeslam, but HHH gets a thumb to the eye to break it up.

 

DDT puts Kane down but Kane sits up. Neckbreaker doesn’t get a cover
either so Kane sits up again. They fight to the floor as Goldberg is
still down. Pretty weak chokeslam on the ramp so only Kane is left
standing. Everyone gets back in the ring and Goldberg spears Kane down
for two. Everybody punches everybody and Goldberg takes over. Another
spear to Kane and one to HHH as well. Cue Evolution and we keep going.
Goldberg and Kane choke each other to huge booing and there’s a low blow
to set up the chokeslam on Goldberg. Batista pops up to pull Kane out so
HHH can steal the title.

 

Rating: D+. This ran twenty minutes which is really not something that
you want to do when you have three people that work more or less the
exact same style. Not a very good match here as this got old quickly.
It’s also rather boring to see the same stuff over and over again in
three ways. This really needed a different guy besides Kane out there to



change up the styles and it would have helped a lot if that had been the
case.

 

Overall Rating: D. Really weak show here with nothing at all being very
good. The total Evolution dominance isn’t that interesting either as it’s
all the same stuff over and over again all night long. I’ve seen worse
shows, but at the same time things just dragged on this show. This is
another example of a show that would have been ok as an In Your House,
but as a regular PPV, this wasn’t very good at all. Nothing to see here.
Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews

Survivor Series Count-Up 2012
Edition  –  2009:  Triple
Threats All Around
Survivor  Series 2009
Date: November 22, 2009
Location: Verizon Center, Washington, D.C.
Attendance: 12,500
Commentators: Michael Cole, Jerry Lawler, Matt Striker

We’re in the final three of shows that actually exist as I’m writing this
now. Tonight is a show based around the match that I’m sure you all know
I love: THE TRIPLE THREAT! I mean, it’s not like you EVER see a triple
threat and that it’s the most overdone gimmick match of all time which
might as well be considered a regular match like a singles or tag match
anymore and that you can barely go two PPVs without seeing one and that
it follows the same formula in every single one of them! In case you’re
stupid, I hate triple threats and both world titles are being defended in
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triple threats against a tag team. Let’s get to it.

We get clips from every Survivor Series for the opening video. They’re
obsessed with the history of this show. Apparently the Survivor Series
stopped existing outside of Undertaker after 1990. Who knew? In other
words the clips of the shows stopped at 1990 and it was a regular video
from there.

Team Miz vs. Team Morrison

The Miz, Drew McIntyre, Sheamus, Dolph Ziggler, Jack Swagger

John Morrison, Matt Hardy, Evan Bourne, Shelton Benjamin, Finlay

Sweet goodness that’s a big disparity between the talents. We have one
team where only one member is still in the company and he hasn’t been
seen in ten months. Well Finlay is still in the company but he’s retired.
On the other side you have four world champions and Drew McIntyre. Miz is
US Champion here. McIntyre has only been around for about three months
and Sheamus has only been on Raw less than a month. Morrison is IC
Champion.

Bourne and Swagger get things going with Evan grabbing a quick rollup for
two. Ziggler comes in for the Hennig Neck Snap and a modified belly to
belly suplex for two. Back to Swagger who pounds on the back of Bourne
and brings Dolph back in again, hooking a half crab on Evan. Bourne
escapes and comes back with a rana out of the corner and a jumping knee
to the face. There’s the hot tag to Matt (BIG pop) and a double elbow to
the back of Ziggler’s head by Evan and Matt. The Side Effect sets up Air
Bourne for the elimination of Ziggler, but McIntyre comes in immediately
and Future Shocks Bourne to tie it back up.

Finlay charges in to fight McIntyre and hits that Regal Roll of his. Off
to Sheamus and Striker goes oooo. They stare each other down but a Miz
distraction allows Sheamus to Brogue Kick Finlay down for the pin. Matt



comes in to pound on Sheamus but he walks into a powerslam for two for
the pale one. Off to Miz who drops a leg and puts on a reverse chinlock.
The Reality Check gets two and it’s off to a front facelock.

Hardy reverses but Swagger comes in and drops ax handles on his back to
keep Matt in. Off to a chinlock but Matt counters into a sleeper, from
which he drops Swagger onto the back of his head in a kind of
neckbreaker. Hot tag brings in Morrison to speed thing up. Morrison gets
sent into the post but avoids the Vader Bomb. After taking out Miz, the
Flying Chuck (Disaster Kick) kills Jack for two as everything breaks
down. The referee gets run over and once things calm down, Morrison hits
a knee to Swagger’s chest and Starship Pain ties things up by eliminating
Swagger.

Miz comes in and hits his running corner clothesline followed by a top
rope double ax for two. Off to a quickly broken chinlock as it’s off to
Shelton. That gold hair thing never did work for him at all. A Stinger
Splash and a northern lights suplex gets two and Benjamin keeps knocking
Miz away whenever Miz comes at him. A bridging German suplex gets two for
Shelton as the original referee is being checked for a concussion.
Sheamus breaks up a neckbreaker from Shelton and Miz hits the Finale to
take out Benjamin.

Off to Matt vs. Drew as things slow down a bit. They send each other into
opposite corners with Matt taking over via a neckbreaker and the yelling
legdrop for two. Another neckbreaker puts McIntyre down but Matt goes up
and misses a moonsault press. A second Future Shock (called a Kobashi DDT
by Striker) gets a second elimination for Drew, leaving us with Morrison
vs. Sheamus/Miz/McIntyre.

Morrison starts with McIntyre and pounds away in the corner as Striker
quotes Jim Morrison lyrics. Drew sends him into the corner and it’s off
to Sheamus for some double stomping. Off to Miz for some trash talk
followed by a slugout. Morrison takes over but it’s quickly off to
Sheamus to run John over. Morrison kicks all three heels down but the



flying Chuck is caught by a Brogue Kick out of the air, followed by the
High Cross for the final elimination.

Rating: C+. This was your typical Survivor Series match and hopefully it
gives us the definitive ending to the feud between the captains. Morrison
was the more athletically gifted guy, but Miz would go on to much better
things. I’m not sure if it was more his talent or the complete lack of
expectations for him, but Miz went miles ahead of Morrison soon after
this. Sheamus would get the world title in less than a month.

Team Kofi talks strategy but Christian feels awkward among four people
not like him. His partners are MVP, Kofi Kingston, R-Truth and Mark
Henry. Christian says he’s the only one that’s….you know…..from ECW. The
awkward responses ensue and Christian thinks they thought it was because
he’s Canadian. Christian “raps” and mentions the race thing, drawing
stares. Everyone eventually cracks up.

We recap Batista vs. Mysterio. They had been tag partners but Rey got
pinned a few times. At Bragging Rights, Batista snapped and turned heel
on Rey in one of the best heel turns in years. I love this turn because
it’s so simple: Batista got tired of losing over and over and then, very
calmly, he said he was going to rip Rey’s head off, and then he DID. Rey
begged for mercy, but Batista kept beating on him and hurting him,
turning him into a big, muscleheaded bully, which is one of the best
kinds.

Rey Mysterio vs. Batista

That Booyaka song of Rey’s is growing on me. It’s fun to shout along
with. Rey takes the leg out quickly and tries the 619 but Batista bails.
Rey follows and is immediately slammed against the apron and Big Dave
takes over. Mysterio tries to fire off some kicks but Batista
clotheslines his head off to stop Rey cold. The Batista Bomb is escaped
as is a powerslam and Rey goes after the knee.



Rey kicks Batista into 619 position but Batista grabs the legs out of the
air but can’t hit the Bomb yet. Mysterio sends him to the floor for a
seated senton but Batista shrugs it off. Back in and Rey hits a pair of
619’s to the back and the ribs and a third to the face. Another
springboard seated senton puts Batista down and Rey goes up for the Eddie
dance, only to dive onto knees. Batista kills Rey with a spear and
there’s the spinebuster. The Batista Bomb kills Rey but Dave won’t cover.
There’s another Bomb and a third so the referee stops the match.

Rating: C+. I liked this for the story it was telling and the match
wasn’t all that important. This was cool to see as Batista let out some
of his anger and didn’t have to get pinned by some stupid rollup or
anything like that. Sometimes you need some violence and the destruction
of someone instead of them being able to stand tall. Let the bad guy win
once in awhile and let him look strong. Then when someone stands up to
him and beats him, they’re a hero. For some reason, this never happens
anymore.

Post match Batista brings in a chair and picks up a begging Rey. He hits
a spinebuster onto the chair, but the key here is the look on his face.
There is no emotion on it at all and it’s like he has to do this because
it’s who he is. Awesome all around. Rey is taken out on a stretcher.

Orton doesn’t like his team. Punk doesn’t really want to hear it.

We recap Team Kofi vs. Team Orton. Orton was all evil and psycho so Kofi
stood up to him. This resulted in what looked to be one of the best face
pushes in a long time, as Kofi showed some AWESOME emotion and looking
like a serious threat to take Orton down. He destroyed an Orton racecar
and then got in a BIG brawl with Orton all over Madison Square Garden,
culminating in hitting a Boom Drop through a table.

Unfortunately, the beginning of this saw Kofi miss his cue and make Orton
look stupid, so guess what happened to Kofi’s push at the end of this
program? Since, you know, months of awesome promos and buildup and crowd



reactions should be thrown away for the sake of a three second error that
no one remembers. The package easily edits it out here, but hey, EVERYONE
remembers EVERYTHING that happens on Raw right? That’s why everything is
recapped: so EVERYONE that remember EVERYTHING can remember it even
better.

Team Randy Orton vs. Team Kofi Kingston

Kofi Kingston, MVP, Mark Henry, R-Truth, Christian

Randy Orton, Cody Rhodes, Ted DiBiase, CM Punk, William Regal

Christian is ECW Champion and I think that’s the only title in this.
Orton starts thinking he gets to fight Kofi but Henry starts instead.
Henry throws Randy into Orton’s corner where Henry beats up all four of
them. There’s a bearhug as Striker says being a Rumble winner might help
Orton with strategy here. Huh? What does a battle royal have to do with
an elimination tag match? Anyway, Legacy (DiBiase and Rhodes) help their
I think former boss out and it’s an RKO to eliminate Henry in less than a
minute.

MVP comes in and Team Orton all bails to the floor. After the quick
huddle outside, here’s Orton again to face MVP but Rhodes makes a blind
tag to stomp away on him. It’s quickly off to DiBiase then Regal then
Punk to stomp away until Punk hooks a chinlock. MVP fights up and hits a
suplex that looked like it lacked contact before bringing Truth in. Truth
does his backflip into the splits but Rhodes’ distraction lets Punk hit
the GTS to eliminate the rapper.

Christian comes in next to face Punk and they trade basic stuff to start.
Punk gets in a knee to the ribs and it’s off to DiBiase for a middle rope
elbow which gets two. Christian tries the Killswitch but walks into a
powerslam instead. Dream Street and the Killswitch are both countered so
Christian kicks DiBiase in the ribs and hits the spinning sunset flip out
of the corner to make it 4-3.



Regal comes in immediately and gets all fired up but gets dropkicked
down. There’s the tag to Kofi and things speed way up. Kofi fires off
punches in the corner and but Regal fires off some punches to slow Kofi
down. Off to Rhodes for more punches and kicks before Regal comes in
again. MVP gets the tag and hits the Drive By (running boot to the head)
to take Regal out and tie us up at three each (Kofi/MVP/Christian vs.
Orton/Rhodes/Punk).

Cody comes in with a top rope cross body but MVP rolls through it for
two. Rhodes gets caught in the good guy corner and it’s Canadian time as
Christian pounds him into another corner. Tornado DDT is broken up and
Christian is in trouble already. Cody wraps his legs around Christian as
things slow down again. Off to Randy again who hits a gorgeous dropkick
for two. Off to Rhodes who misses a knee drop so it’s back to MVP. It’s
more basic punches and the Ballin Elbow for no cover. MVP has to knock
Orton down and gets caught in Cross Rhodes to make it 3-2.

Kofi comes in and rolls up Cody for a VERY hot two count before it’s back
to Christian. The Canadian works on the arm before it’s back to Kofi with
a springboardy shot to the arm as well. Christian and Kofi take turns on
Cody until the Killswitch takes him out. This was simple yet effective.
It’s down to Punk/Orton vs. Christian/Kofi which is a spiffy little tag
match.

Orton comes in to face Christian and a right hand takes Captain Charisma
down. Christian has to take Punk down off the apron but still manages to
avoid the RKO and hit the Killswitch for two as Punk saves. Punk
distracts Christian and it’s an RKO to make it 2-1. Kofi wants Orton but
Randy tags out when he sees Kingston there. Punk and Kofi stare at each
other a bit before slugging it out with Kofi taking over with some HARD
forearms.

The GTS and Trouble in Paradise both miss and we’ve got a stalemate. Kofi
hits a big dropkick and the SOS for two. Orton is walking around on the
floor as Punk takes over. Off to a leg choke which shifts to a body vice



with the legs as some time is killed. Kofi fights up but a splash hits
Punk’s knees.

A falcon’s arrow gets two for CM but the bulldog out of the corner is
countered with a belly to back suplex. Kofi goes up and after blocking a
superplex twice, a top rope cross body gets a close two. An Orton
distraction prevents the Boom Drop but Kofi reverses a rollup into the
pin on Punk and immediately kicks Orton’s head off for the final pin and
a BIG pop.

Rating: B. This took a bit more time than it needed but the ending was
perfect. It made Kofi look like a STAR….and then he lost the next month
to Orton and was back in the midcard immediately after, but this was
AWESOME. The other eliminations didn’t mean much and this would have been
better as a 4-4 match with about three less minutes, but great ending and
I was totally into the Kofi push at this point.

Smackdown World Title: Undertaker vs. Chris Jericho vs. Big Show

Hey look: the world champion is defending against a big time tag team.
Jericho won at Bragging Rights and Big Show turned on Raw at the same
show to get this spot. Taker is defending and he’s the only person I’ll
call champion in this match even though JeriShow have the tag titles
here. The challengers pound Taker into the corner with Show headbutting
the champion a bit for good measure.

Taker comes back with a clothesline to send Show to the floor and goes
after him instead of fighting Jericho in the ring. Odd decision but Taker
is an odd guy most of the time. Taker fires away punches on the floor but
Jericho pops up from out of nowhere and takes out the champ’s legs. Taker
is stuck in the timekeeper’s area so the challengers lift him out of it
to throw him back inside to hammer away.

Jericho misses a charge and Taker pounds away on Show before
clotheslining him down. Show heads to the floor and Jericho gets beaten



up for awhile but the big bald guy pulls the champ to the floor. Taker is
all cool with that though and posts Show before getting crotched when
attempting Old School on Jericho. Chris superplexes him down but Taker
gets the knees up to block the Lionsault. Jericho counters the counter
and puts on the Walls, but Show breaks it up with a chokeslam.

A chokeslam to Taker is countered into a DDT and all three guys are down.
Jericho tries to cover both guys but can only get two before being
launched to the floor by Big Show. Taker wins a slugout with Big Show and
they both grab chokeslam grips, but it’s Jericho with a belt shot that
takes Show down, possibly by mistake. Taker loads up the Last Ride on
Jericho but a belt shot to the head knocks out the champion but only for
two seconds. Jericho mocks the Undertaker for some reason and tries a
Tombstone. Unless your name is Kane, WHY WOULD YOU TRY THAT ON
UNDERTAKER???

Taker counters it but Show knocks him out. Jericho saves the pin and
tries a Codebreaker on Big Show, who is like boy please. A knock out
punch puts Jericho down as Taker is getting back to his feet. Show calls
for the chokeslam but Show pulls him down into the Hell’s Gate for the
submission to retain.

Rating: C+. This is one of those matches that went fine but you could
have called most of the match the entire way through. Was there any doubt
that Taker was going to keep the belt here and that the partners would
turn on each other? That’s the problem with these kind of matches: they
never take risks on the endings so it’s the same stuff over and over
again.

The survivors of Team Miz (Miz, McIntyre and Sheamus) brag a bit. They
all claim to be the future.

Team Mickie James vs. Team Michelle McCool

Michelle McCool, Layla, Beth Phoenix, Jillian Hall, Alicia Fox



Mickie James, Kelly Kelly, Melina, Gail Kim, Eve Torres

Michelle is Women’s Champion and Melina is Divas Champion. I’m not sure
if this is before of after Laycool was making fun of Mickie for being
“fat”. Kelly and Layla get things going and it’s not pretty from the
start. They are but the wrestling isn’t quite so smooth. Layla hits some
dropkicks to the back but Kelly comes back with a legdrop to the back of
the head (not the K2 but a regular legdrop) to get the quick elimination.

Off to Gail vs. Michelle and it’s a quick Faithbreaker (Styles Clash) to
eliminate Kim. Seriously it’s that fast. Off to Eve vs. Jillian with the
singer taking over with a cartwheel splash. After some uninspired stuff,
Eve pins Jillian with a top rope sunset flip and is immediately pinned
herself after the Glam Slam. A second Glam Slam pins Kelly and it’s down
to Mickie/Melina vs. Beth/Michelle/Alicia. Mickie comes in to fight Beth
and after some forearms, a crucifix gets rid of Phoenix.

Alicia comes in next and things slow WAY down as Beth was the only girl
in there that was going to be able to beat Mickie. A northern lights
suplex with a GREAT bridge from Alicia gets two but Mickie backflips up
from the mat into a front chancery. It’s quickly broken up but it looked
awesome. Mickie comes off the middle rope with a Thesz Press for the pin
to make it 2-1.

Michelle comes in and stomps on Mickie before hooking a chinlock. Mickie
comes back with a forearm to the face and both chicks are down. James
can’t quite make the tag so Michelle slams her down for two. There’s the
hot tag to Melina who goes nuts but gets no response. Michelle suplexes
her down but she puts Melina over her shoulders and gets caught in a
sunset flip for the final pin.

Rating: D-. This was worthless. As in there was no value to this
whatsoever. The sex appeal is going down too as most of the girls are
more covered up than they were in the previous years, and when you have
bad wrestling with a lack of sex appeal, the Divas matches go way down in



value. The crowd didn’t care at all here either.

Batista liked hurting Rey.

No recap video for the main event, but there’s no need for one. It’s the
same story as the other world title match minus the Bragging Rights
parts.

Raw World Title: HHH vs. Shawn Michaels vs. John Cena

Cena is defending of course. The bell rings and Shawn superkicks HHH to
the floor. Cena’s reaction is great as he never saw that coming and I
don’t think most people did either. The replay screws it up by showing a
good three inches between Shawn’s boot and HHH’s face, but that’s normal
anymore. Cena tries a fast clothesline on Shawn but gets caught in a
neckbreaker instead.

John comes back with a release fisherman’s suplex but Shawn chops away in
the corner. Shawn gets kicked onto the top rope where Cena tries the AA
but Shawn counters into something that most resembled a DDT for two.
Shawn goes for the knee and the fans think Cena sucks. There’s a Figure
Four (wrong leg but Shawn is a Flair disciple) on Cena but John turns it
over to escape.

Back to their feet we go and Cena’s leg seems perfectly fine. He hits a
pair of shoulder blocks but a third misses and he falls to the floor.
Shawn loads up the announce table as HHH is still out cold apparently.
Cena pops up to try an AA through the table but HHH saves, only to hit a
big spinebuster to send Shawn through the table. Back inside we have HHH
pounding away on Cena as Striker CANNOT SHUT UP. He talks about how HHH
is the ace of spades and all kinds of other terms that either go over
most peoples’ heads or MAKE NO FREAKING SENSE. Call him HHH and be done
with it you nitwit.



HHH hits a neckbreaker for two on Cena but a Pedigree attempt is
countered into a slingshot into the corner. They slug it out with Cena
taking over and hitting a shoulder to take over. There’s the ProtoBomb
but as Cena goes for the Shuffle, here’s Shawn to send him into the post.
It’s time for DX to explode and Shawn takes over early with an atomic
drop and some chops. HHH comes back with a knee to the face but Shawn
hits the forearms and nips up.

The nip up doesn’t do much good though as he is immediately caught in the
spinebuster, but like Cena he escapes the Pedigree. Shawn goes up but
gets crotched by Cena who goes up as well, only to miss the top rope
Fameasser. Shawn hits the top rope elbow on Cena but HHH sends Shawn to
the floor. There’s the STF on HHH as Cena doesn’t seem interested in
selling at all in this match. As HHH is about to tap, Shawn comes in and
hooks the Crossface on Cena to break the hold.

Cena pulls up from that into an AA attempt but Michaels slips down the
back, only to get caught in the STF. Shawn FINALLY gets the rope and pops
up to superkick Cena down. HHH charges in and takes another superkick,
only to fall on Cena for a VERY close two. Cena hits an AA on HHH as
Shawn gets back in after falling out after the two kicks. They both crawl
for the cover and both get a two at the same time. All three guys try
finishers on each other (including a piledriver attempt from Shawn)
before Shawn superkicks HHH again but gets AA’d onto HHH for the pin by
Cena to retain.

Rating: B. Good solid match here and WAY better than the previous one.
Cena’s selling here was really surprising though as he’s not one to pull
something like that. Other than that the finishers being used so often
got a bit annoying, but the match felt like a big battle where anyone
could have won, which couldn’t really be said about Show vs. Jericho vs.
Taker. Good stuff here.

Cena signs some autographs for National Guard members to end the show.



Overall Rating: B-. This is a pretty good show but overall, it’s kind of
underwhelming. The show mostly felt like it came and went and if the show
happened that’s fine but if it didn’t exist that would be fine too. The
triple threats didn’t work either although the main event was definitely
a solid match. No need to see this, although it was good show if that
makes sense.

Ratings Comparison

Team Miz vs. Team Morrison

Original: B

Redo: C+

Batista vs. Rey Mysterio

Original: C+

Redo: C+

Team Kingston vs. Team Orton

Original: B+

Redo: B

Undertaker vs. Chris Jericho vs. Big Show

Original: C+

Redo: C+

Team Mickie James vs. Team Michelle McCool



Original: D

Redo: D-

John Cena vs. HHH vs. Shawn Michaels

Original: C+

Redo: B

Overall Rating

Original: B-

Redo: B-

That’s probably about as close as this is going to get.

Here’s the original review if you’re interested:

http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2011/11/18/history-of-survivor-series-count
-up-2009-the-pg-powers-explode/

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews

Happy  Anniversary  Montreal
Screwjob
Fifteen   years  ago  (yesterday),  the  wrestling  world  was
changed forever when Vince said ring the bell, screwing Bret

http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2011/11/18/history-of-survivor-series-count-up-2009-the-pg-powers-explode/
http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2011/11/18/history-of-survivor-series-count-up-2009-the-pg-powers-explode/
https://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2012/11/10/happy-anniversary-montreal-screwjob/
https://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2012/11/10/happy-anniversary-montreal-screwjob/


out of the WWF Title and causing more talk and more conspiracy
theories about a single subject than ever before or since in
wrestling.  My question to you all: has there ever been a more
controversial single moment in wrestling?  I can’t think of
one.

Survivor Series Count-Up 2012
Edition – 2002: Watch Out For
That Glass Ceiling Guys
Survivor  Series 2002
Date: November 17, 2002
Location: Madison Square Garden, New York City, New York
Attendance: 17,930
Commentators: Jim Ross, Jerry Lawler, Michael Cole, Tazz

Well we’re into the brand split era now and last month on Smackdown’s
PPV, we had a Cell match between Taker and Lesnar. Bischoff’s response:
the Elimination Chamber. This is one of those shows that ticks me off to
no end because of how the booking goes. Other than that, we’ve got a
stupid booking decision on Smackdown as well which I don’t think I
complained about enough the first time. Let’s get to it.

The theme song is Always by Saliva which is a personal favorite.

Dudley Boys/Jeff Hardy vs. 3 Minute Warning/Rico

This is an elimination tables match. Oh and that’s Bubba and Spike, not
D-Von. Spike and Bubba got put through the same table on Raw Monday to
set this up. The Dudleys and Jeff clear the ring to start and Spike is

https://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2012/11/08/survivor-series-count-up-2012-edition-2002-watch-out-for-that-glass-ceiling-guys/
https://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2012/11/08/survivor-series-count-up-2012-edition-2002-watch-out-for-that-glass-ceiling-guys/
https://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2012/11/08/survivor-series-count-up-2012-edition-2002-watch-out-for-that-glass-ceiling-guys/


thrown into the arms of the Samoans. It’s Bubba vs. Rico in the ring at
the moment, because putting Spike and Jeff against Umaga and Rosey is a
great idea right? Bubba chops Rico HARD in the corner before things
settle down.

What’s Up hits Jamal and we get to the tagging section of the match
before everything breaks down again. Bubba tells Jeff to get the tables
but Rosey runs over Bubba after Bubba sets up a table in the corner. A
BIG backdrop puts Jeff on the floor and Rosey rams Spike’s head into a
table. Rosey misses a charge and drives himself through a table in the
corner but that doesn’t count because it wasn’t someone else putting him
through.

Jeff tries a top rope dive at Rosey but literally bounces off. Rico
brings in another table and gets caught in a Dudley Dog, but 3 Minute
Warning catches him in a double powerbomb to put Spike through the table
instead. Jeff and Bubba get slammed down but Bubba knocks Rosey off the
top and Jeff sends Rico flying into a cameraman. Bubba pounds away but
Rico hits a spinwheel kick to take his head off. Rico could go in the
ring make no mistake.

Rosey and Jeff go out into the crowd and there’s a table out there with
them. Jeff is put on said table as Bubba gets kicked in the face by Rico.
Jamal misses a splash and crushes Rico, allowing Bubba to Bubba Bomb
Jamal and go to save Jeff. With Bubba’s help, Jeff goes up to the top of
an entrance and hits a BIG Swanton through Rosey through the table to
make it 2-2.

Back in the ring Jamal has Bubba on a table ready for a Rico moonsault,
but he looks hesitant to launch. He looks over his shoulder, shouts
“C’MON JEFF!” before staggering. THEN Jeff shakes the ropes and Rico
crotches himself. Not the best response but that’s on Jeff more than
Rico. Bubba tries a belly to back superplex through the table but Jamal
moves it away. Jeff hits Whisper in the Wind to Jamal and follows it with
a dropkick.



Hardy goes to the floor to get another table which he throws at Jamal.
Jeff tries to run the railing but Jamal throws the table at Jeff, who
goes flying through it. That doesn’t count which I can kind of agree
with. Jamal puts Jeff on another table and hits a HUGE splash off the top
to eliminate Jeff. That looks awesome. Bubba beats on Rico in the ring
but Jamal saves his sideburned buddy. Jamal goes up to try a top rope
rana (I guess) on Bubba, only to get caught in a HUGE powerbomb through
the table to get us down to one on one.

It’s Rico vs. Bubba with the former pounding away and pulling in another
table. Rosey comes back in but Bubba pounds away on him too. Now Jamal is
in there too and it’s D-VON to the rescue! He’s on Smackdown at this
point so this is a big deal. 3D puts Rico through the table to end this.

Rating: B-. That’s likely high but this was what you want to open a show.
It helps a lot that this was a fifteen minute match instead of like six
minutes like they are on Raw. This was fun and the pop for the reunion of
the Dudleys (which would be permanent) was a feel good moment. Good stuff
here and a good choice to open things up, especially in New York City.

Stacy is at the World (WWF New York) looking great. She introduces Saliva
who is doing a miniconcert at the club. They perform Always here to eat
up a few minutes and we get a video about the remaining matches.

RVD is stretching before the Chamber.

Cruiserweight Title: Jamie Noble vs. Billy Kidman

Jamie is defending and has Nidia with him. Kidman grabs two very fast
rollups for two and make that four in the first 30 seconds. Jamie bails
to the floor but Kidman throws him right back in. Noble comes back with a
neckbreaker and it’s off to a bow and arrow. Kidman gets thrown to the
floor and Noble hits a suicide dive. Tazz: “I think Noble has something
up his sleeve, but he’s not wearing a shirt so he has no sleeve.”



Back in and Kidman speeds things up with a back elbow and a dropkick
followed by an AA into a backbreaker for two. A Falcon’s Arrow gets two
for Noble so Kidman hits Tessmacher’s Tesshocker (belly to back suplex
position but he slams Noble down face first instead). Kidman loads up the
Shooting Star but Noble bails to the floor. That’s fine with Billy so he
dives on Noble out there to take the champ down again.

Back in and Nidia distracts Kidman but gets knocked off the apron by
Kidman. The BK Bomb (Low Down) gets two for Kidman as does a Tiger Bomb
for Noble. They go up top and Kidman hits a sitout inverted DDT. That was
pretty awesome looking but it only gets two. Noble hits Orton’s Elevated
DDT for two out of the corner so Kidman hits an enziguri to take over
again. Billy loads up the Shooting Star but a Nidia distraction….only
delays Kidman as he hits the Shooting Star for the pin and the title.

Rating: B-. These two got going good and strong at the end which is
exactly what you want from a match like this. When you can get into the
area of a match where it’s one big move after another and you’re just
waiting on one of them to stay down, that’s a great sign. The Shooting
Star looked great too. This wasn’t a masterpiece or anything but it was
solid.

Angle and Benoit are in the back and Angle is incensed that Kidman could
win a title. If he can win, then so can they, as long as Benoit stays out
of the captain’s way. Benoit gets in his face but Angle says they should
be friends to the end. Benoit offers a handshake but Angle says no way.
Angle: “I don’t shake hands! Tag team partners hug!” So HELL NO is
ripping off Benoit and Angle?

Victoria, still psycho here, is looking in a mirror. Then she thinks it’s
Trish and goes nuts.

We recap Trish vs. Victoria, which is a hardcore match. Victoria is batty
and claims that it’s because she and Trish used to work together as
fitness models, but Trish slept her way to the top. Tonight it’s about



revenge. Why can’t stories today have simple backstories like that? I
mean, it’s not that hard to LIE.

Women’s Title: Victoria vs. Trish Stratus

Hardcore rules here and Trish is defending. This is their second PPV
match after Trish won last month. Victoria immediately chokes her with
Trish’s coat before getting a broom out of one of the trashcans on each
post. Trish jumps the broom (lucky guy) but Victoria takes her down
almost immediately. Victoria chokes her with the broom in the corner but
gets flipped to the mat.

Now Trish finds a trashcan lid but Victoria knocks the lid into her head
with the broom. We head to the floor and Trish gets whipped HARD into the
trashcan. Back in and Victoria hits her slingshot legdrop for two. The
challenger puts a trashcan in between the top and middle rope but Trish
grabs her legs and slingshots Victoria’s head into the can. Trish sets up
an ironing board in the corner and whips Victoria into it for two.

It’s kendo stick time with Victoria taking a beating. She gets a boot up
in the corner though and BLASTS Trish with a trashcan lid. Victoria has a
bloody nose and sits on the middle rope, allowing Trish to try a rana out
of the corner. Victoria counters into a kind of Boston Crab position, but
Trish does a big situp and hits Victoria in the head with a can lid.

That only stuns her though so Trish BLASTS her in the head with a
trashcan lid again to knock Vicotira off the ropes and out to the floor.
Victoria gets a mirror from under the ring but Trish superkicks her down.
Chick Kick (Punk’s high kick) gets two for Trish as does a bulldog.
Victoria rolls to the floor and pulls out a fire extinguisher to blast
Trish with. That and a suplex gets the pin and the title for the nutjob.

Rating: B. This was AWESOME with both chicks beating the tar out of each
other. The story of the match worked really well too with Trish trying to
wrestle her way out of trouble against a monster that wanted to hurt her



no matter what. This worked really well and is one of the most intense
Divas matches you’ll ever see.

Booker is getting ready.

Bischoff brags about the Chamber for a bit. Show comes up and says he’ll
show Eric why trading him to Smackdown was a bad idea.

Heyman is worried that Brock can’t beat Big Show. Lesnar has (legit, due
to Show hurting him at a house show) bad ribs.

We recap Show vs. Lesnar. Lesnar beat Taker in the Cell last month, so
Show beat up Taker to make himself the next challenger. Even Heyman says
Brock can’t beat him.

Smackdown World Title: Big Show vs. Brock Lesnar

Lesnar is defending here and is mostly a face now. It’s on in a hurry as
the fans are behind Lesnar. Show gets in a shot to the ribs in the corner
and launches Brock across the ring. Brock is all like BRING IT ON and
grabs a double leg to take Show down. They head to the floor and Brock
gets rammed into the post. Back in and Brock pounds away before hitting
something like a belly to back suplex. Show misses a charge and Brock
“hits” a German, which means Show lands on Brock’s head. Brock tries an
F5 but Show knees him in the ribs.

The referee gets bumped and Brock THROWS Big Show down with an overhead
belly to belly. Heyman throws in a chair and Brock cracks Show over the
head with it. There’s the F5 and a new referee but Heyman pulls the
referee out of the ring. This makes no sense and I’ll get to why in a
second. Lesnar figures out what’s going on and gives chase, but charges
right into a pair of chair shots to the ribs. Show chokeslams Brock onto
the chair for the pin and the title. That’s Brock’s first ever loss.



Rating: D+. Most of that is for Lesnar’s INSANE power. Here’s why this
match ticks me off: Lesnar had to get the title taken off of him because
of injury. That’s fine. So they pick BIG SHOW to take it from him? This
is the same idea as Nash beating Goldberg: you have an unstoppable
monster and you take the title off of him for the sake of this old dude?
You have Angle, Benoit, Eddie Guerrero and Edge on the Smackdown roster
and you pick BIG SHOW? Now to be fair Angle got the title in a month, but
why not just cut out the middle man and make a new star?

As for why Heyman’s turn makes no sense, the whole idea of the match was
that Heyman didn’t think Lesnar could suplex, F5 or beat Big Show. He did
the first two things and had Show beat until Heyman turned. Heyman is a
lot of things, but he’s always been someone that knows what kind of a
monster he’s got and sticks with them to the end. This is out of
character for him, especially when an injured Brock had proven he could
beat Show. So on top of being a bad match with bad booking, it makes no
sense. Nice job WWE.

Show and Heyman immediately bail.

We recap the triple threat tag title match. Benoit and Angle beat Rey and
Edge in the match of the year at No Mercy in a tournament final. The new
champions argued over who is team captain and have to work together or
they’re suspended. Edge and Mysterio won the titles on Smackdown in 2/3
falls match. Stephanie threw in Los Guerreros because these six are the
Smackdown Six and you can’t have just four of them together, even though
we’ve had that for months. Not that I’m complaining though, because this
is going to be AWESOME.

Smackdown Tag Titles: Edge/Rey Mysterio vs. Kurt Angle/Chris Benoit vs.
Los Guerreros

Edge and Mysterio are champions and this is under elimination rules. It’s
Mysterio vs. Benoit to start which is fine with me. Benoit hits a HARD
chop but gets caught in a rana and a flapjack to give Rey what will



likely be a short lived advantage. Off to Edge for a double hiptoss
before Kurt gets the tag and a big pop. Chavo punches Angle in the back
of the head and that’s a tag apparently.

Chavo gets shouldered down but nips up immediately. Off to Mysterio vs.
Eddie which is one of those pairings that works no matter what. A
headscissors takes Eddie down and it’s off to Kurt to face the masked
dude. They’re going very fast paced so far. Angle misses a charge into
the post but Rey takes too much time on the top and gets run over by
Kurt. The Olympian tags in the psycho who suplexes Rey down for two.

Back to Angle who suplexes Rey down and gets in a cheap shot on Edge. The
Angle Slam is countered but Angle clotheslines Rey down instead. Back to
Chris as Tazz talks about Los Guerreros not wanting to get in yet. The
battling partners tag in again so Angle can put on a front facelock. Rey
fights up after about a minute in the hold and kicks Kurt in the face to
take him down.

There’s the hot tag to Edge who cleans house with a bunch of suplexes.
Eddie comes in and goes to the floor with Rey. Edge misses the spear and
gets caught in a Crossface and ankle lock AT THE SAME TIME. Mysterio
breaks both parts of the hold up and Chavo pulls Angle to the floor. Rey
dives on both of them and Benoit Germans Edge but Eddie comes in off the
top to sunset flip Benoit, sending Edge flying in a German for two each.
Eddie gets suplexed to the floor with his head smashing into the apron on
the way down. FREAKING OW MAN!

Benoit rolls more Germans on Edge (Gee I wonder why he needed neck
surgery five months after this) and Eddie hits the Frog Splash on Edge
but Benoit hits the Swan Dive on Eddie. Angle Slam and Ankle lock to
Eddie while Benoit Crossfaces Edge. Chavo hits Benoit with a belt and
throws the belt to Angle. Benoit thinks Angle hit him and Mysterio
dropkicks Chris into Angle. Angle and Rey go to the floor and Edge spears
Benoit for the elimination. Absolutely amazing sequence there which NEVER
STOPPED.



Angle and Benoit destroy Edge and Rey before leaving. They lay out Los
Guerreros too for fun. Eddie vs. Edge keeps the match going and Eddie
suplexes the Canadian down before it’s off to Chavo. Chavo pounds away on
Edge as Los Guerreros double team. We get down to a much more standard
tag team formula with Edge playing Ricky Morton. Edge finally comes back
with a double clothesline and it’s off to Rey.

Things speed up again with Rey flying all over the place and hitting a
headscissors to put Chavo down. Edge spears both guys down and launches
Rey up to rana Eddie off the top. That’s another awesome sequence.
There’s the 619 to Eddie but Chavo hits Rey in the back to break up the
West Coast Pop. Eddie puts on the Lasso From El Paso (a Boston
Crab/Sharpshooter hybrid) for the tap and the titles.

Rating: B+. This was a match that felt like it got hacked to death. If
you give these guys another 15 minutes (the match ran 20) and take away
the belt shots, the match gets a lot better. The first half, as in before
the first elimination, is INCREDIBLE. The stuff after that though is good
but standard. Still though, these guys were the future of the company and
it was a good sign to see them. Combine that with three guys named
Batista, Orton and Cena that had debuted earlier in the year and you’ve
got the next five years of WWE.

Here’s Nowitski to make fun of New York in a really stupid promo. Matt
Hardy comes out to yell at him before blasting New York as well. The
mouth running goes on even longer until FINALLY Scott Steiner debuts and
murders them. Somehow this took SEVEN AND A HALF MINUTES. Steiner would
go on to have perhaps the two worst PPV world title matches in recorded
history against HHH before being shunted down the card.

Shawn says he believes in himself but we get RNN BREAKING NEWS! It’s
Randy Orton who has a bad shoulder. He says there’s no new damage to his
bad shoulder due to an extra pillow on the plane. This was the WAY over
the top deal that Orton was doing which first turned him heel. I loved it
but it got annoying fast, which is the right idea.



We recap the Elimination Chamber. HHH is the official WORLD CHAMPION OF
EVERYTHING but Shawn beat him at Summerslam and wants a rematch. Bischoff
wants to top the Cell so here’s his latest idea. The rules are mostly
simple: two guys start and there are four more in individual pods. After
five minutes there’s a new guy introduced and it’s elimination rules. The
winner is world champion. The other four guys are there because they’re
the biggest stars on Raw. This is set to Always again and they’re not
even trying to hide that this is ALL about HHH vs. Shawn.

HHH says that he’s awesome and he’ll keep the title.

Eric comes out and walks through the Chamber to explain everything I just
said. Apparently the glass is bulletproof. This is the first time the
Chamber had been seen and I believe the first time the rules have been
explained.

Raw World Title: Kane vs. Chris Jericho vs. HHH vs. Shawn Michaels vs.
Booker T vs. Rob Van Dam

Jericho is a tag champion, but the cool part here is that as he comes
out, Saliva does his theme song live at WWF New York. HHH is defending of
course. Shawn’s tights are….brown. This is one of those decisions that no
one ever quite got and he was made fun of extensively for them
apparently. I mean…..BROWN? Mankind wore brown for crying out loud. The
wide show of the Chamber really does look cool. Anyway the entrances take
a long time and RVD vs. HHH gets us going.

Van Dam hits a spinwheel kick to take HHH down but walks into a
facebuster. The Pedigree is countered into a backdrop over the top to hit
the cage outside the ring. JR’s statements about the Chamber are already
nuts as he says it has no soul or conscience. IT’S A FREAKING CAGE!
Anyway, HHH is rammed into the cage over and over to bust him open and
Van Dam hits Rolling Thunder over the top rope to land on HHH on the
cage. Yeah there’s a floor made of cage surrounding the ring that is
level with the mat if you’ve somehow never seen one of these.



Van Dam goes up on one of the pods but his flip dive mostly hits the
floor instead of HHH. Back in the ring and HHH gets stomped down in the
corner as Jericho is added in as the third man. Van Dam immediately kicks
him down and it’s five minutes until the next entrant. A cartwheel into a
moonsault gets two on Jericho and they head outside the ring as well. In
the first famous spot in the Chamber’s history, Van Dam jumps off the top
rope, misses Jericho, and grabs onto the cage like Spider-Man before
spinning back around to cross body Jericho. That’s still awesome.

HHH gets back up and hits the knee to the face of Van Dam which gives
Jericho a two count. HHH and Jericho double team RVD before Chris tells
Shawn to suck it. Van Dam’s back gets rammed into the cage wall some more
and Jericho talks a lot of trash. Rob’s back goes into the cage over and
over and we head back in to the ring. There’s a spin kick to put Jericho
down as Booker T is in fourth.

Booker quickly clears the ring and we get a Spinarooni before Van Dam
fights Booker one on one. Booker gets in some shots to Rob but walks into
the stepover kick to give Van Dam control again. HHH gets back up and
takes Van Dam down, only to get caught by the scissors kick from Booker.
The next big spot of the match is Van Dam going up to the top of the pod
and hitting the Five Star on HHH, with Van Dam’s knee hitting HHH’s
throat, severely (and legitimately) injuring HHH’s windpipe. Since HHH
can’t get up right now to eliminate Van Dam, Booker hits a missile
dropkick to take Van Dam out.

Booker grabs a quick cover on HHH but only gets two. Jericho goes after
Booker but gets caught in an Alabama Slam for his efforts. Kane comes in
fifth because we don’t quite know if Shawn’s back can handle a full match
yet. Kane goes off on Booker and Jericho as HHH lays on the outside.
Jericho gets launched face first into the cage wall and is then thrown
through the BULLETPROOF, yes BULLETPROOF I SAY glass. This would become a
running joke in the Chamber.

JR says the Chamber has no soul or conscience again just to hammer home



the point. Kane chokeslams Booker and Jericho adds the Lionsault to take
Booker out and get us down to four guys. A Kane suplex gets two on
Jericho as we’re waiting on Shawn to come in. HHH goes up top for no
apparent reason and gets slammed down ala Flair. Jericho missile
dropkicks Kane down and here’s HBK.

HHH is down in the corner of course so Shawn can only beat on Kane and
Jericho. There’s the forearm to Kane but no nipup, leaving everyone down
at the moment. Kane whips Shawn HARD into the corner where Shawn flips
upside down. There’s a chokeslam for all three remaining guys not named
Kane but instead of covering, Kane loads up a Tombstone on HHH. Shawn
superkicks Kane down but he sits up. The Pedigree and Lionsault finally
put Kane out and we’re down to three.

Shawn gets double teamed by HHH and Jericho and it’s time for Chris to
dance. After being rammed into the cage a few times, Michaels is busted
open. Jericho talks more trash and HHH walks around a lot. Shawn tries to
fight back but his piledriver on the cage is countered to backdrop his
bad back onto the cage again. There’s the Lionsault….for two. You know,
the move that put out Booker and Kane earlier? It’s now not enough to put
down Shawn when he’s been beaten down and injured on top of having one
match in four and a half years.

Shawn comes back with a moonsault press to Jericho for two before putting
Jericho in the Walls. HHH finally comes back from getting popcorn or
something with a DDT to Shawn. Jericho and HHH finally get in the
argument you were expecting and the fight is on. Jericho jumps out of the
corner and lands in the Pedigree, but Jericho counters into the Walls.
While holding HHH, Shawn kicks Jericho’s head off and it’s down to one on
one. If this surprises you, you’re an imbecile.

So it’s Shawn, bloodied and injured and in his second match in four
years, against an also injured HHH in the main event at Madison Square
Garden. Gosh I’m so glad these two are so selfless. The spinebuster puts
Shawn down and HHH backdrops him over the top. Shawn sends HHH into the



cage but when Shawn tries to Pedigree HHH on the steel, HHH counters into
a slingshot through the cage again. You know, because Shawn would still
be alive at this point.

Back in the ring all that gets two and it’s time for the slugout.
Seriously, those brown tights are so stupid looking. A facebuster puts
Shawn down and it’s another clothesline to put him onto the outside. The
Pedigree on the steel is countered into another slingshot into the
Chamber wall. Back into the ring and Shawn drops the elbow off the top of
the pod. The Superkick is countered into the Pedigree and, say it with
me, Shawn kicks out at two. Another Pedigree is countered into a
backdrop, followed by the Sweet Chin Music to give Shawn the title.

Rating: D+. I’ve mellowed on this match in the last few years to the
point where I’m not mad about it anymore. However, it’s still one of
those matches where you look at it and say really. As in REALLY? We’re
supposed to buy that Shawn can survive ALL of that and still win the
freaking title? You have to keep in mind this isn’t the Shawn who was
having the match of the year for like five years running. No one expected
him to go on as long as he did. At this point, making it to Wrestlemania
would have been impressive.

That’s where this match loses it for me: we’re supposed to buy that Shawn
is so great, so amazing, and so tough that he can basically walk off the
street and be better than four of the top guys in the business? There
comes a point where my suspension of disbelief is cut off and I can’t buy
this anymore. We passed that at Summerslam, making this even more
ridiculous. This match is also the reason we had to sit through the AWFUL
match at Armageddon, where HHH and Shawn got to waste 40 minutes of our
time by barely being able to move.

In short, this is way more than I can accept as far as the match being
realistic. In wrestling, you have to accept that some stuff is
ridiculous. That’s called suspending disbelief. However, there comes a
point where that’s not the case any longer. It’s unrealistic in wrestling



terms to accept that Shawn can survive all this and win the title. This
was pure selfishness from Shawn and HHH, which would get WAY worse in the
future. HHH wouldn’t make a new star for over a YEAR when he put Benoit
over at Wrestlemania in the same arena.

As for the rest of the match, it’s acceptable, but WAY too long. The
Chamber matches need to go about thirty minutes instead of the forty this
one went. The last seventeen minutes here, as in the amount of time after
Kane is eliminated, are REALLY repetitive and while they had good drama,
they needed to be cut. Booker, RVD, Jericho and Kane were all there to
fill in spaces and be there for Shawn and HHH to bounce off of. I don’t
hate the match, but it really doesn’t work all that well.

Confetti falls to end the show.

Overall Rating: C+. The show overall is pretty solid actually but the
main event is a good sized letdown. The Show/Lesnar stuff I went on about
enough, but other than those two things the card is pretty solid. The
triple threat tag is good stuff but the No Mercy match is even better.
This show is worth checking out, but you won’t be thrilled by the
Chamber.

Ratings Comparison

Dudley Boys/Jeff Hardy vs. Rico/3 Minute Warning

Original: B

Redo: B-

Billy Kidman vs. Jamie Noble

Original: C+

Redo: B-



Victoria vs. Trish Stratus

Original: C-

Redo: B

Big Show vs. Brock Lesnar

Original: D-

Redo: D+

Los Guerreros vs. Kurt Angle/Chris Benoit vs. Edge/Rey Mysterio

Original: B

Redo: B+

Shawn Michaels vs. HHH vs. Booker T vs. Rob Van Dam vs. Kane vs. Chris
Jericho

Original: B

Redo: D+

Overall Rating

Original: B-

Redo: C+

Dang that’s a big swing on the Chamber. I don’t remember liking it that
much the first time.

Here’s the original review if you’re interested:



http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2011/02/20/survivor-series-2002-the-longest
-rant-about-anything-ive-ever-done/

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews

Ever Wanted To Know How The
Hierarchy In WWE Works?
http://www.wwe.com/f/doc/2012/11/20121102_642xvariable_highera
rchy_AM.pdf

 

If the main shows were this entertaining, I’d have a lot less
to say in the reviews.  And since this is WWE.com, it’s
canonical, meaning I can point to this if I want to complain
about bosses.

Monday Night Raw – September
22, 1997: One Of The Best And
Most  Historic  Raws  Of  All
Time
Monday  Night Raw
Date: September 22, 1997
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Location: Madison Square Garden, New York City, New York
Attendance: 14,615
Commentators: Jim Ross, Jerry Lawler, Vince McMahon

This is yet another request but in this case there’s at least a great
match on here. We’ve got HHH vs. Cactus Jack in a street fight which is
considered one of the better hardcore matches of all time. They would go
on to have one of the best matches of all time period in the same arena
in about two years and three months, so this is pretty much an appetizer
for that. Also there’s something happening for the first time ever here.
Let’s get to it.

We open with a video on the history of the WWF in Madison Square Garden.
According to this, Gorilla vs. Sammartino sold the place out SEVENTEEN
STRAIGHT TIMES. That’s NUTS. Really cool video here.

Intercontinental Title Tournament First Round: Rocky Maivia vs. Ahmed
Johnson

He isn’t quite the Rock yet. Commissioner Slaughter comes out behind the
Nation to make sure there are no shenanigans. The winner of this gets
Farrooq next week in the semi-finals. Johnson knocks Rock to the floor
and launches him to the corner via a choke. Maivia finally gets a
breather and hits that spinning DDT of his for two. Captain Lou Albano
wanders out and takes some notes. Ahmed runs over Rocky again but gets
thrown to the floor by Rocky.

Rock, being the ham that he is, does Ahmed’s pose which would be a bit
more intimidating if Rocky’s trunks weren’t a bit bejeweled. Ahmed gets
whipped into the steps and his hand is sliced open. That may have been an
old wound that just got exacerbated here. Rocky keeps pounding away but
gets caught in a spinebuster by the original Ezekiel Jackson. They both
hit shoulder blocks at the same time and go down as the fans boo. Back up
and Ahmed easily hits the Pearl River Plunge (tiger driver) for the pin
to advance.



Rating: D+. Nothing much here but I was always a fan of Johnson’s. The
guy was a monster who was allegedly going to win the WWF Title but he
couldn’t stay healthy. Granted with him not around things wound up going
pretty well with the whole Border War thing so it’s hard to complain
much. Rocky would get a lot better as I’m sure you guessed.

Here’s Austin and the place ERUPTS. He’s up in the crowd and promises to
beat someone up tonight. That’s it. It didn’t take twenty minutes. He
didn’t have to cut some big promo. It took a minute and we know that he’s
going to go after someone. LEARN THIS WWE!

We get a stupid commercial for a lazer tag thing with Sable on a secret
mission or something.

Floyd Patterson is here. Look him up rookies.

We recap Shawn winning the European Title from Bulldog at One Night Only
in England, which was pretty much Shawn pulling a political move and
taking the title which he didn’t need from Bulldog because he could and
wanted to stick it to the Hart Family.

Speaking of Shawn, his next major match is inside something called Hell
In A Cell. Here’s his opponent for that: the Undertaker. This was an
awesome and perfectly done feud as Shawn was guest referee back at
Summerslam and accidentally hit Taker in the head with a chair, costing
him the world title to Bret. Taker wanted revenge but Shawn kept running.
The solution? Lock them inside Hell. Vince conducts the interview and
says the winner of the match gets Bret at Survivor Series.

Taker says that he can never rest in peace, which is bad for Shawn. He’ll
enjoy watching Shawn burn though. Cue Shawn who says that he thinks the
WWF is trying to give Shawn the shaft. He talks about being put in a no
win situation again and that’s not cool with Shawn. He’s won every title
there is in the company, and therefore he doesn’t lay down for anyone.
Michaels is going to be ready and all Taker has to do is show up.



Sunny comes out to be ring announcer.

Legion of Doom vs. Farrooq/Kama Mustafa

During the LOD’s entrance, we get what can only be described as a bizarre
scene from FOX News Now with the LOD in full gear doing a weather
forecast. Animal and Kama start things off and trade power moves until
Animal hits a powerslam to take over. Off to Hawk vs. Farrooq and it’s
more trading of the power moves. Back to Kama so Hawk can hit his jumping
fist drop. Everything breaks down and the LOD both hit clotheslines on
Farrooq in the corner. They load up the Doomsday Device but the rest of
the Nation runs in for the DQ.

Johnson tries to make the save but the Nation is too big so the referees
have to break it up.

We get a classic moment of Snuka’s cage dive.

Intercontinental Title Tournament Semi-Finals: Owen Hart vs. Brian
Pillman

Owen has a restraining order against Austin so he comes out with a big
group of security guards. Pillman has possession of Terri here and has
her all sexed up. In this case, that’s a GOOD thing. Her as a reluctant
woman here is a good look for her and the story was supposed to be that
Terri was going to leave Dustin for Pillman, but Pillman would be dead in
13 days. Pillman claims to have broken his arm while changing positions
with Marlena (Terri) last night so he has to forfeit.

Slaughter comes out and says he knows nothing about a broken arm and
hasn’t seen an x-ray or heard anything from a doctor. He throws the mic
to Pillman and Brian catches it with the arm in a sling, so the match is
on. Both guys keep over dramatically breaking in the corner and going at
about 1/3 of their usual speed as we take a break. During the break,



Marlena apparently hit Owen with her purse and things got a bit more
intense. Pillman gets two off a clothesline and they collide when both
try cross bodies….and here’s Goldust for the DQ. Too short to rate but
Goldust hit Owen so he’s in the finals.

Post match Austin charges in and attacks Owen. Vince says don’t arrest
Austin and gets in the ring to yell. Vince tells Austin that people care
about him and that he needs to go with it. Austin gets the mic and cuts a
pretty famous promo, saying that he’s the best in the world and there’s
nothing Vince can do about it. Vince has told Austin to work within the
system, but Austin wants nothing to do with the system and for the first
time ever, Austin hits the Stunner on Vince, launching perhaps the
greatest feud in company history.

Bulldog Bob Brower, a legendary wrestler in Kansas City, died over the
weekend.

Hunter Hearst Helmsley vs. Dude Love

This is falls count anywhere, which means hardcore for all intents and
purposes. HHH wraps a chain around his hand but Dude pops up on the
monitor. Love says that the pinfalls in the hot dog stands aren’t his
thing, but he knows someone that does dig them, and he brings in Mankind
to talk to him. Mankind says he isn’t up for this, so here’s Cactus Jack.
They’re all on the same screen at the same time talking to each other,
which is some awesome trick photography. The end result is this.

Hunter Hearst Helmsley vs. Cactus Jack

MSG, in a word, explodes as this is the first time ever that Cactus has
been in the WWF. The ECW chant starts and Cactus hits HHH with a trashcan
and a swinging neckbreaker on the concrete for two. Cactus pounds away
some more but Chyna hits him in the back and clotheslines him into the
crowd. HHH and Cactus brawl into the back and the camera follows them
through the curtain. Notice how much more realistic this makes things, as



there’s no camera waiting there for them.

HHH rams Cactus into a wall for two and heads back into the arena, but
Cactus pulls out a fire extinguisher and blasts HHH into the barricade.
The railing is broken down and they head into the ring only to send HHH
over the corner and back out to the floor. Cactus tries the elbow off the
apron but hits the trashcan from the beginning. Chyna sends him into the
steps and we take a break.

Back with HHH beating Jack with a mop and snapping his neck over the
ropes to send Jack to the floor. They both head to the apron and Cactus
kicks HHH low to send him to the floor. There’s Cactus’ old running
sunset flip off the apron for two. Chyna hits Cactus with a chair and
gets glared at, but HHH shoves Cactus into Chyna (not knowing she’s
there), crushing Chyna against the steps.

The guys fight up the ramp and HHH hits a suplex on the steel for two.
HHH finds another trashcan to blast Jack in the head with and there’s a
snow shovel for more shots to Jack’s back. The fans want a table but they
get HHH slamming Cactus’ head off the steel instead. NOW we get a table,
but it’s more like a slab of wood on legs. It’s bending as they get on it
and a low blow breaks up the Pedigree. Cactus hits the pulling piledriver
through the table and pins HHH to a BIG pop.

Rating: A. This is the match that basically introduced the WWF to
hardcore wrestling and the relationship worked well for the next….oh five
years or so, with these kind of matches almost always being around in one
form or another. On top of that, it was AWESOME with Cactus going insane
and HHH channeling the inner evil that would define his character for
years to come. This would also be blown away by the same match in the
same building in January of 2000. Also note that JR sold this like a war
was going on, which you never get anymore.

Video on some sweepstakes.



Andre the Giant slammed Big John Studd at the first Wrestlemania.

We look at the Stunner again. I know it looks bad, but that makes it
better as Vince shouldn’t know how to take a move because he’s an
announcer/owner.

More stills from One Night Only with Shawn beating Bulldog.

Here’s Shawn with the chair that started everything with Undertaker.
Shawn says he’s going to tell us a story about how he became the first
and only Grand Slam Champion. Oh cool I love stories about backstage
politics. That has to wait though because Shawn wants Undertaker out here
right now first. We take a break and come back with no Taker. Taker
finally comes out and is immediately blasted from behind by HHH, allowing
Shawn to hit Taker with the chair again. Rude joins in and it’s a big
beatdown along with Chyna. Taker shrugs it off and chases them off with
the chair. The Cell sounds good right about now.

Bret Hart vs. Goldust

Non-title even though Bret is WWF Champion. Before the match, Bret says
he doesn’t care who wins in the Cell because he’s not afraid of Taker and
he wants to get his hands on Shawn. Goldust is all ticked off because of
Pillman and pounds Bret into the corner to start. A clothesline gets two
for Goldie but Bret grabs the arm and kicks at Goldust’s leg. Goldust
comes back with a rake to the eyes and a slap to the face, but Bret takes
the leg out again and goes to work on it as only he can. Or Ric Flair too
but this is New York so most people don’t care.

Bret flips off a fan and bends Goldust’s leg around the rope. He snaps
the leg over and puts the Figure Four on around the post. Referee: “LET
HIM GO!” Bret: “WHY?” Shawn pops up on the ramp and we take a break. Back
with Bret working over the leg even more with some punches to the knee.
Goldust comes back with a suplex as Shawn is conducting the crowds’
chants about Bret.



They slug it out (Bret and Goldust, not Shawn and the fans) but Bret goes
right back to the leg and cannonballs down onto it. Goldie kicks Bret
over the top and we head to the floor for more brawling. Bret gets sent
into the steps and back inside the bulldog gets two, but Goldust charges
into a knee in the corner. The Sharpshooter ends this quick.

Rating: C+. This was one of those matches where you knew who was going to
win all along, but they at least had some energy out there. This was
around the last time that Bret would ever be motivated in his career, as
once he hit WCW it was clear that he didn’t care anymore at all. Goldust
was in over his head here but didn’t do badly at all.

Shawn immediately charges the ring and the brawl is on. HHH and Chyna
come in for the beatdown but Owen and a limping bulldog come out as well.
Rude and Neidhart come out and cancel each other out, but heeeeeeeere’s
Taker. House is cleaned and Taker chokeslams Shawn and Bret at the same
time to end the show.

Overall Rating: A. Not only did we get a great and famous match, not only
did we get a famous moment, but I want to go watch Bad Blood now. AWESOME
show as the WWF is starting to click again after coming off the awesome
Border War (seriously, check that thing out. It’s AMAZING) and WCW is
starting to slip a bit as everything is building to Starrcade, but
they’re sputtering along the way. Great show here and one of the best
episodes of Raw ever.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews



Monday Night Raw – September
15,  2003:  Whoever  Requested
This, Start Running Now
Monday Night Raw
Date: September 15, 2003
Location: Carolina Coliseum, Columbia, South Carolina
Commentators: Jim Ross, Jerry Lawler

I can understand asking for a 2002 Raw, but 2003? Why would you want to
subject yourself to that? I don’t get wrestling fans sometimes. Anyway,
this is the go home show for Unforgiven which had a main event
of……Goldberg vs. HHH I believe? A check of that would say I’m right, as
well as saying that I need to get a life. Let’s get to it.

Eric Bischoff and HHH are in the back and there’s going to be a going
away party for Goldberg tonight because HHH is going to destroy him on
Sunday.

Theme song. Across the Nation was as good a theme as they’ve ever had.

As the show opens, Jericho and Christian are in the ring with signs
demanding that Stone Cold must go. This is an official protest you see.
Jericho does the talking and says that Austin is a menace and a horrible
GM. Christian says Austin is a joke because he’s keeping Christian off
PPVs. They try to start a Stone Cole Must Go chant and here’s Austin.
Austin talks about how Jericho slapped him on the back and eventually
hurt his feelings. The idea here is that Austin cannot attack anyone
unless provoked and he really wants to beat someone up.

Austin says that Christian will be defending on Sunday (that takes about
30 seconds) but doesn’t name an opponent. Instead he’s interested in
getting someone to provoke him but as he pulls his fist back, he tells
Christian to do it instead. Jericho gets in Austin’s face again and wants
the shot at Christian on Sunday. Austin says ok but Jericho has to win
the following match first.
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Rob Van Dam vs. Chris Jericho

Christian tries to get in a cheap shot but gets kicked down instead.
Jericho gets dumped to the floor and taken out by a dive as we take a
fast break. Back with Van Dam hitting a forearm and the cartwheel
moonsault for two. A standing rana (called a moonsault by JR for some
reason) gets two for Van Dam so he goes up, only to be shoved off the top
by Christian.

Back in and Jericho puts on a chinlock as the fans chant for RVD. Rob
fights up and hits a spinwheel kick and that stepover kick of his
followed by Rolling Thunder. A flying kick off the top gets two but
Jericho rolls through a monkey flip. The Walls don’t work so Jericho hits
a sleeper drop for two. Rob tries a springboard kick but the referee gets
kicked in the face. Well of course he does. The Lionsault and Five Star
both hit knees so Christian comes in and hits both of them with the title
so it’s a draw.

Rating: C. This wasn’t bad but Jericho was really needing to get the to
the Trish storyline to get a recharge at this point. Christian would stay
at about this level for awhile until he left for TNA for a few years. Van
Dam is Van Dam and that’s about all there is to him. The match itself
wasn’t bad but it’s nothing we haven’t seen them do way better at other
times.

Austin makes it a triple threat. You know, LIKE EVERY OTHER TRIPLE
THREAT.

Video of Goldberg beating Hogan on Nitro.

Spike Dudley vs. Rob Conway

Spike is in a neckbrace and his brothers fight the other members of La
Resistance into the crowd. Conway hits a neckbreaker and wins in about 20
seconds.

Post match Conway powerbombs Spike through a table before the Dudleys
make the save. The Dudleys would win the tag titles Sunday in a handicap
tables match.



Coach and Al Snow suck up to Bischoff but he blows them off as some chick
from Tough Enough gives him a note saying there are two half clothed
women here. I have a bad feeling about this. Regarding Snow and Coach,
see they’re the Heat commentators and want to be the Raw commentators so
there’s a tag match between the two of them and JR/King on Sunday for the
Raw commentary job. Somehow WWE isn’t sure why no one liked 2003.

The two women are of course Moolah and Mae. We’re in South Carolina so

you knew this was coming. Moolah wants a match for her 80th birthday.
Austin pops in and says do it and tells Eric to kiss Moolah for luck. Mae
Young is there, so you should know what comes next.

Victoria vs. Fabulous Moolah

Victoria hits both Moolah and Mae, but the distraction of Mae lets Moolah
roll her up in thirty seconds. That would be two matches that combined to
last less than 60 seconds.

Post match Victoria beats both of them up but Randy Orton comes out to
save for some reason. Then he realizes they’re legends and RKO’s Moolah.

Goldust/Lance Storm vs. Mark Henry/Rodney Mack

This is when Storm was “just having fun” and would come to the ring
dancing to hip hop music. Whoever asked me to review this show, I’d
advise you to NOT REQUEST ANOTHER ONE LIKE THIS. Teddy Long manages the
team you would expect him to manage, which may or may not be called
Thuggin N Buggin Enterprises. Storm and Mack start things off and the
fans chant boring, which is the idea behind Storm’s new character. See,
Austin told him he was boring and to get a personality.

Storm takes Mack down but Henry hits him in the back of the head to take
over. A splash crushed Storm and it’s off to Goldust who almost
immediately gets caught in the World’s Strongest Slam for the pin. This
actually broke 1:50, so we’re getting closer to a match that’s actually
long enough to rate (even the first match barely was as a lot of that was
in a lot of that was in a commercial). This would be Goldust’s last match
on Raw for about three years.



Evolution (minus Batista who is recovering from injury) is in the back
planning for the party for Goldberg later. Orton has to take care of
something and runs into Shawn who he faces Sunday. Orton says Shawn made
his career out of being a stepping stone and Sunday, he’s going to use
Shawn as a stepping stone. Shawn slaps Randy in the face and says Orton
better step hard.

Hurricane tries to teach Rosey to fly. Rosey gets a cab instead.

Molly and Gail Kim say their handicap match tonight with Trish is now No
Holds Barred. Sure why not.

Here are Kane and Shane McMahon to sign the contract for their last man
standing match on Sunday. Shane says he’s taking Kane down on Sunday and
signs. There goes the table and the fight is on. Shane hits Kane low
several times and gets in a pair of chair shots. With Kane down, Shane
pulls the cover off an announce table at ringside that is apparently only
here for this segment (JR and King broadcast from up by the stage at this
point). Shane puts Kane on the table and hits the big elbow to drive Kane
through it.

Gail Kim/Molly Holly vs. Trish Stratus

No Holds Barred just because. Trish hits a quick double neckbreaker to
start and gets down to one on one with Molly. You know, because they have
to tag in a no holds barred match. I will say this: Molly is really good
looking with black hair. Trish kicks Molly in the face and hits the
Stratusphere before it’s off to Gail. Kim takes over with a clothesline
and a middle rope legdrop for two. Some heel double teaming allows for a
Molly handspring elbow for two. Apparently Molly is Women’s Champion. We
hit the chinlock for a bit before Trish rops Molly while trying a
spinebuster. The villains double team Trish and the Molly Go Round pins
her.

Rating: F. When you hear the words “no holds barred”, you expect more
than a generic bad handicap match. The only thing good about this was the
girls all looking good, which was the case for most Divas matches back in
the day. This division needed a shot in the arm and it needed one in a
hurry.



Post match the beating continues and a chair is grabbed, but here’s the
returning Lita to make the save. She’s been gone over a year due to a
neck injury. If nothing else she looks great in a black bra and tiny
shorts.

Post match Gail and Molly are in the back with Eric. Eric says he fired
Lita but Austin comes in and says he rehired her. There’s a tag match for
Sunday. Gail: “I slept with the wrong general manager.”

Here are Coach and Snow dressed as JR and King respectively. They go to
the broken announce table as they’re going to give us a preview of what
Raw is like next week. Yeah, THIS is one of the top matches at
Unforgiven.

Test vs. Val Venis

Test has Stacy with him as his reluctant love slave or something like
that. Test makes Stacy sit down in a chair after hitting Val a few times.
Val escapes the pumphandle slam and hits a Blue Thunder Bomb for two. Val
loads up the Money Shot but Test kicks the referee into the ropes.
There’s the Pumphandle Slam but Stacy pulls Test to the floor. Scott
Steiner, Stacy’s alleged savior, comes out to distract Test and Stacy
crotches her client on the ropes. Val hits a full nelson slam for the
surprise pin. Coach and Snow were very annoying on commentary here.
Steiner would turn heel and use Stacy just like Test was soon.

Steiner beats up Test post match but Test gets Stacy before he leaves.

Lawler comes out and asks to fight Snow right now. The match is after a
break.

Al Snow vs. Jerry Lawler

Coach and JR are on commentary here as Lawler controls with some very
basic stuff. They slug it out and King hits a DDT for two. Snow comes
back with a slam but a suplex is countered into a small package for the
pin. This was the last match of the show people. This is the main event.
Let that sink in.

Coach hits JR before bailing.



Austin runs into Evolution and says HHH is having the Goldberg party by
himself.

Here’s HHH for the farewell. He asks the crowd for a Goldberg chant but
they’re not interested. We get music and confetti and balloons because
this needs to get stupider. HHH says there are no such things as
dynasties in wrestling but he’s the one constant. Apparently the one
constant isn’t the mic as it goes out yet we can still hear it on TV.
With a new mic, HHH shows off a portrait of Goldberg being bloodied by
Evolution. This is going nowhere by the way. Now we get VIDEO of the
beating! Goldberg finally pops up on screen and says he’ll win the title
before coming out and gorilla pressing HHH to end the show.

Overall Rating: F. Despite that TEN MINUTE closing segment, I have zero
desire to see either the main event or any of the matches on the show.
There are two matches on this show that were long enough to rate: one
ended in a draw and one was a no holds barred match that had nothing out
of the ordinary. Other than that you have all kinds of stuff like Moolah
and Test and the Spike match. Horrible show here and I want nothing to do
with Unforgiven or Raw in 2003. Naturally the whole year is on my
schedule.

Here’s Unforgiven if you’re interested:

http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2012/11/03/unforgiven-2003-i-was-wrong-2002
-isnt-the-worst-year-ever-for-wwe/

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews

Unforgiven  2003  –  I  Was
Wrong. 2002 Isn’t The Worst
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Year Ever For WWE
Unforgiven  2003
Date: September 21, 2003
Location: Giant Center, Hershey, Pennsylvania
Attendance: 10,347
Commentators: Jim Ross, Jerry Lawler

This is a request so I almost had to do it. The main event
here is Goldberg vs. HHH as we’re in the middle of the worst
year in recent memory for the company. This was mainly on the
Raw side as HHH just would not allow anyone not named Shawn
Michaels to do a stupid thing. He had matches with Goldberg,
Scott Steiner and Kevin Nash. Let that sink in a bit. Let’s
get to this so we can get it over with.

The  opening  video  is  about  revenge  since  people  are
unforgiven. Is that even a word outside of the WWE world?
There’s also Shane vs. Kane in their never ending feud that
few wanted to see. This is a Raw show in case you missed that.

Ross is WAY too excited to be here. He’s wearing a Sooners
jersey for no apparent reason.

Raw Tag Titles: Dudley Boys vs. La Resistance

This is a handicap elimination tables match as La Resistance
have Sylvan Grenier, Rob Conway and Rene Dupree. This was
supposed to be a 6 man but the heels botched a table spot on
Spike on Raw where the threw him over the top and missed the
table entirely other than the back of Spike’s head smacking
into the table in a SICK looking spot. And we have tags in a
tables match. Sure why not?

You can tell this is a long time ago as they’re only 16 time
tag champions here. Sweet goodness that’s ridiculous sounding.
D-Von and Grenier, who is by far the worst of the three, start
us off. And now it’s Conway. Thank you for wasting our time
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like that. He’s an American that is a French sympathizer. We
get the eternal question of why do the French love Jerry Lewis
movies. That’s a great question and I’ve yet to get an answer
to it.

For a tables match there is a severe lack of tables in it so
far. It’s just a handicap match with the Dudleys being way
ahead. The double neckbreaker hits and so does What’s Up.
Still no tables. There are no disqualifications in this, yet
they have to tag. I’ll never get that. Ah here we go. D-Von
gets  sent  through  so  it’s  only  Bubba  left.  They’re  not
eliminated though. Bubba is WAY over here which is odd to an
extent. There are a ton of tables here.

Bubba, from his knees, slaps the heck out of Sylvan’s chest.
That sounded GREAT. He goes through the table so it’s 2-1 I
guess you could say. Wait…are they eliminated? Oh does it
really matter? Well there’s D-Von and the referee is fine with
it so I’m thinking no. Wait it’s No DQ so it doesn’t matter if
they’re eliminated or not.

Conway goes through it and in nearly the same spot he hurt
Spike in, he hits HIS head on the table. FREAKING OW! It’s
Bubba vs. Dupree here more or less and since it’s both Dudleys
vs. him, what do you expect? Actually Rene wins for the most
part and gets to set up a table. He’s 19 here but walks into
3D to give the Dudleys the belts.

Rating: D+. Well this wasn’t that bad but it could have been
on Raw. Well maybe not as it actually got over ten minutes.
This wasn’t anything special but it made the Dudleys look
strong here which is the right idea. It’s nothing special but
it’s fine for what it was supposed to be so I can’t complain
that much.

We get a MUSIC VIDEO about Scott Steiner vs. Test. The idea is
Stacy Keibler was Test’s marketer or whatever and then she
decided she “loved” Scott Steiner but Test turned heel and



wouldn’t let her go. They had a match for possession of Stacy
which Steiner won and then Test beat her up on Raw. Then Test
won her back. You have to love the human trafficking going on
here.

Scott Steiner vs. Test

Well at least we get a great outfit on Stacy. Dang and Steiner
was fighting with HHH for the world title at the Rumble about
7 months before this. That should tell you everything you need
to know about both that match and the rematch. Apparently
people in Kuwait are pulling for Steiner here. If Steiner wins
he gets Stacy and if Test wins Steiner becomes his property.
Again: Human Trafficking complete with tights.

Stacy hugs Scott before the match and I really couldn’t care
less (and yes I mean it that way) about this match. Test tries
a leap frog or something and gets slammed/suplexed for his
efforts. Something tells me this is going to be BAD. How
stupid is Stacy? Steiner says he only cares about his freaks
and his peaks, so SURELY he’s being sincere about wanting to
be with her right? Test is dominating here and keeps talking
trash to Stacy.

I love the full nelson slam. It’s just an awesome looking move
all around. Test does the push-ups to be a jerk which is kind
of  funny.  Ross  says  Steiner  has  character.  That’s  rather
amusing. Steiner makes a comeback but a low blow ends that.
Given the amount of steroids he was on I’m surprised he felt
it.

The Pumphandle Slam finally hits but Stacy distracts him. Test
pulls the turnbuckle pad off so the referee has to fix it. He
gets a chair, Stacy takes it and accidentally nails Scott with
it. The big boot ends it. Steiner would turn heel the next
night and team with Test and “share” Stacy, which is what
Stacy  wanted  in  the  first  place,  making  this  entirely
pointless.



Rating: D. Not much here at all. This just wasn’t interesting
and could very easily have been done on Raw. That’s a common
problem with the single brand shows as there simply wasn’t
enough talent to go around to support a 3 hour PPV show with
PPV quality matches. That’s a bad sign and you’ll see more of
it later on.

Ad for a Trish DVD.

Ross, you look like an idiot in that jersey. You really do.

We recap Shawn vs. Orton. It’s Legend vs. Legend Killer. What
more explanation do you need here? It’s weird seeing Orton
being all cocky like this. To say he was awesome in this roll
is an understatement. Shawn says he’s a millionaire in this
package. How did he lose that in I believe 5 years to the
point where he needed JBL’s money?

Randy Orton vs. Shawn Michaels

We’re  in  the  Evolution  Era  here  so  Flair  is  with  Orton.
There’s no Batista though due to an injury but he would be
back very soon. They do some decent mat stuff to start which
isn’t something you see out of Orton that often. Shawn is
being goofy here as he does the whole lounging on the top rope
bit which is always funny for some reason. We hear a lot about
Orton vs. Foley which I can’t wait to get to as that was a
great feud that went on for a long time.

Orton skins the cat which has to be the best name for an over
the top return to the ring spot not involving the feet hitting
the floor or the top rope ever. I mean what else comes close
to it? Shawn counters a double axe off the top into an atomic
drop. Then he skins the cat just to be a jerk like only he can
be. Now he dives off the top. In case you can’t tell, Shawn is
dominating here. There’s a German, which I can’t remember
Shawn using otherwise.

I  love  when  guys  throw  out  random  moves  because  they’re



perfect.  Why  do  you  have  to  use  a  signature  move  when
something you don’t do a lot is far more convenient ‘and makes
more sense? The only answer I can think of is because it’s how
the WWE tells them to do. Guys like Shawn can get away with it
because they’re guys like Shawn. Flair interferes like an
annoying pest and sets up Orton to be able to work on the arm.
Orton does a nice job of controlling the arm.

Pay no attention to that though as we literally are getting
the life story of Shawn Michaels for the last 2 minutes or so.
We hear about how great he was when he was champion and how
many big guys he beat and all that jazz. The attention that he
got back then was maddening. Seriously with all the heart that
Shawn has he really should see a cardiologist. That big of a
heart can’t be normal. He goes insane and beats up Orton on
the floor as you can more or less feel Flair getting ready to
run in.

Before I even finish that line he does but it doesn’t matter.
RKO  gets  two  and  MICHAELS  IS  EPIC!  Ross,  the  brilliant
football mind that he is, calls then Florida coach RON Zook
JOHN Zook. Oh look: it’s Flair again. The elbow hits and we
hear more about HEART. Is he Ma-Ti from Captain Planet or
something?

He nips up and the kick connects. He gets the pin but Flair
puts his foot on the ropes because he’s EVIL. The referees
back in the day were freaking IDIOTS. Orton pops Shawn with a
foreign object and gets the pin. Sweet goodness the referees
sucked at times.

Rating: B-. Solid match here, but I’m still in awe of the
idiocy of the referee. That and having Flair interfering in
this about a thousand times was just annoying. Flair became
such a pest in this time and would never really stop. The
match worked quite well though as Shawn was still great at
this point having not broken down again. To be fair he didn’t
do that at all so there we go. This was good though but idiocy



and annoyance hurt it.

Jericho says he’ll stop Steve Austin’s tyranny. He’s a mentor
to La Resistance for no apparent reason.

Molly Holly/Gail Kim vs. Trish Stratus/Lita

This feud is more or less about Molly and Gail being jealous
of Lita and Trish being insanely popular. Standard stuff to
put it mildly. Molly is Women’s Champion here and is actually
looking good. Lita was out for almost a year because of a
broken neck and now wears khaki shorts. Yep she’s gorgeous.
The non-famous girls jump them early and that doesn’t work at
all.

This is Lita’s return match. Oh seriously who do you expect to
win this? You have two girls that are about as middle of the
road as possible and the first two women to main event Raw.
Lita and Gail are the actual starters and Lita nips up as we
hear  about  King  having  a  vasectomy.  Molly  hooks  a  Dragon
Sleeper on Trish which works about as well as you would expect
it to. Gail is gorgeous. That’s all there is to it.

Now Gail does a Dragon Sleeper. Trish walks up the turnbuckles
and backflips into a reverse DDT. FREAKING SWEET. Molly looks
good as a brunette and in blue. Trish manages to beat up both
girls on her own since Lita is bleeding from the mouth. Lita
gets the mostly warm but partly cloudy with a 30% chance of
showers tag. Trish knocks Gail to the floor and Lita hits the
moonsault to get the win which was about as predictable as you
could expect.

Rating: D+. This was exactly what you would expect here. Lita
was indeed a huge deal as she and Trish were just flat out
awesome around this point but the injury took her out for over
a year. This was nothing more than a welcome home match and it
did exactly what it was supposed to do: announce that Lita is
still awesome.



We recap Shane vs. Kane which started because Austin went off
on Kane and soon afterwards had his masked ripped off. He then
went nuts and lit JR on fire and tombstoned Linda on the stage
(any bets on how much her Senate opponent would love that
clip?). Shane of course got the first feud with the newly
psycho Kane because no one draws face pops like Shane.

Pay no attention to the fact that the crowd got bored out of
their mind with this because they had like 3 PPV matches in a
row. The problem was that Shane could never hurt Kane but he
kept trying anyway. He even threw him into a pit of fire. So
then Shane got handcuffed to the post and had his legs pinned
down by the stairs.

Kane of course had jumper cables stashed by the ring along
with a battery. He electrocuted Shane’s balls. That was the
signature moment of this feud and it made a lot of people’s
heads hurt. It’s a Last Man Standing match too.

Kane vs. Shane McMahon

Shane jumps Kane in the aisle with a chair and it’s on. That’s
about 9 shots with it including a jumping one to the head.
Shane wisely goes for the knee. That’s smart if nothing else
so there we go. This is all Shane so far so I can’t imagine
that it’ll last much longer. The beating I mean, as I can’t
imagine this is going to be short. Kane’s back is bleeding but
he catches Shane in a powerslam from a jump off the barrier
that looked pretty bad. Hey I was right as it’s all Kane now.

Shane gets up at 9 from the chokeslam and then Kane kicks the
referee in the face by mistake. Kane talks about Shane’s mom,
which today would get him on a cable news show. He tries a
tombstone on the steps but it gets blocked. Shane sets up the
steps on Kane in the corner. Pay no attention to the fact that
we already saw that they are hollow as he kicks the bottom of
them into Kane’s face with the Coast to Coast. No ref though.
Look at my big sad face.



Actually it is sad because it means this goes on. This is
NOTHING compared to Shane vs. Angle from the 02 KOTR, but then
again not much is. Both guys are down so we get a double count
which I don’t think makes sense but whatever. We’re in the
aisle now which sounds like a really bad song name for some
reason. Shane goes into the set and it sounds loud. That’s
about the extent of its good quality. So hey let’s do it
again. Then three more of them.

We get it: Shane has heart. What is the deal with the big
hearts in this company? I think the Wellness Policy needs a
new amendment. This was during the time where the announcers
set  up  by  the  entrance,  so  Kane  puts  Shane  beneath  the
platform they sit on and dumps their table onto Shane. Sure
why not. And then he laughs.

See the sentence two before this one. Shane is of course fine
and up within about a second, blasting Kane in the head. He
uses a boom camera to blast Kane which of course doesn’t work
either. Shane chokes him with a cord and knocks him out in
front of the set which has a ladder attached. He jumps. He
misses. The match ends.

Rating: D+. This was just boring. The bumps are decent at best
and Shane is almost always fun to watch, but dang man. There
was just NO drama here. When Shane fought Angle, there was a
real  feeling  that  Shane  could  beat  him.  I  know  it  was
unlikely, but there was this feeling that he could pull it off
and he got very close a few times. This just didn’t have it
and 19 minutes is FAR too long. Not very good, but it’s not a
nightmare by any sense of the word. This would go on until
Survivor Series.

Shane takes forever to get taken out on a stretcher.

Jericho and Austin talk. Jericho was trying to get in Austin’s
head for a long time but of course it never worked. Austin
says if Jericho has a problem to take his best shot.



Intercontinental Title: Christian vs. Rob Van Dam vs. Chris
Jericho

Christian has the belt here. He beat up both guys when they
were having a triple threat match so Austin made it a triple
threat. The Canadians made a pact before the match to take out
RVD. I’d bet against that working. This is a smark dream match
today.  Ross  says  RVD  is  the  best  to  never  be  the  world
champion. How did Heyman never put the belt on him? I can
understand being shaky in WWF, but come on. In ECW? SERIOUSLY?

The double teaming actually works to start us off. And so much
for that as RVD fights them off. And we’re into math world
now. We get RVD vs. Jericho for a bit until Christian gets
back up. He wasn’t very good at all yet and was just this
young guy that got on people’s nerves. Think of Heath Slater
but  with  short  hair  and  a  higher  coolness  to  him.  The
partnership actually works fairly well here. Ross even calls
it a modified handicap match.

That kind of makes sense but whatever. Wow it’s weird seeing
Nick Patrick working for the WWE. The crowd isn’t exactly
enthralled here. Ross points out that you can’t get counted
out in a triple threat. Unless you’re trying to become #1
contender  in  TNA.  We’re  told  that  Shane  is  going  to  the
hospital. Naturally he’d be on Raw the next night. Jericho
took the tape off to choke Van Dan with and he looks weird
with a bare arm.

Christian has been gone forever now. After RVD is in the Walls
forever, Christian makes his untriumphant return and beats on
Jericho, ending the partnership that never was. They would
have  a  solid  feud  next  year  though  so  maybe  this  is
foreshadowing. I love that jumping back elbow for some reason.
Christian gets crotched on the top which sounds REALLY bad.
The referee counts again and Ross questions why. I bet TNA
paid him off.



In a cool spot, RVD hits a drop toehold on Christian to have
him on Jericho and then hits a Five Star on both of them, but
he doesn’t get a cover for no apparent reason. In an AMAZING
looking visual, Jericho is on the top rope and Van Dam hooks
an electric chair and Christian comes underneath to add a
powerbomb.

The  thing  is  that  given  how  the  other  two  guys  were
positioned, it looked like an actual powerbomb which looked
incredible. Christian gets the belt and holds it in place to
have RVD land on it in another Five Star, which is enough to
pin Van Dam.

Rating: D+. This got TWENTY MINUTES. Now today it’s a classic.
At this point though it’s just a bad idea. Christian was a
glorified jobber at this point as he wasn’t ready to hold the
title yet. Jericho was in a really weird funk and RVD was his
usual hit or miss self. If you cut this in half it goes
through the roof, but there were far too many dead spots in
this.

HHH talks about fairy tales. He was just horrible at this
point.

We recap Coach/Snow vs. Ross/Lawler. Yes, that’s the next
match. They’re feuding because the former two want to host Raw
so they’re trying to take over. They host Heat if that makes
sense. Yep, this is a match.

Jim Ross/Jerry Lawler vs. Al Snow/Jonathan Coachman

The winner to do the announcing for Raw. Yes, they asked
people to pay $34.95 for this. There’s no commentary for this.
I think I can get by without the extra jokes somehow. The
wrestlers start and Lawler kind of botches a rollup. Ok then.
The  lack  of  commentary  is  weird  here  but  then  again  I’m
watching Ross and Coach on PPV. You can hear them shouting at
each other a lot better which is weird to hear.



That might be Ross’ big mouth though so there we are. Snow
“hits” a clothesline and I say that in the weakest sense of
the word hit. Snow, being younger and better at this point,
dominates as we’re just waiting on the other guys to come in
and  make  it  a  comedy  match.  Coach  is  the  team  captain
apparently. Oh dear. There’s the piledriver on Snow and JR
does commentary from the apron. The foot gets to the ropes but
Snow sold that like he had an anvil fall on his head so I
can’t complain there.

And it’s Coach time, which has even Snow wondering what the
heck he’s doing. As usual, Lawler’s offense is shall we say
limited? The middle rope punch hits but Snow makes the save.
Ross gets a blind tag and the referee is fine with it I guess.
He beats up Coach for awhile and I see why he stayed in the
booth for his career.

Coach keeps shouting not in the face which is funny. And
here’s Jericho to kick Ross in the head and let Coach and Snow
become the Raw announcers tomorrow. Ross would beat Coach in 8
days to get the sanity back. Jericho says this is to get back
at Austin for no apparent reason.

Rating: F. Seriously, do I need to explain why this going on
for 8 minutes was a bad idea? It was mainly Al Snow vs. Jerry
Lawler and someone thought this was a good idea. Here’s the
thing: no one really cares about announcers in a national
company. Wait scratch that. They do care about them, but only
the way they sound. We don’t want to see them in the ring
other than a once a year match from Lawler in Memphis. That’s
it. Now stop doing this nonsense.

We recap Goldberg vs. HHH which is more or less that Goldberg
knows he can beat HHH and HHH knows he can’t beat Goldberg so
he keeps hiding. He used the sledgehammer at Summerslam to
keep it in the Elimination Chamber. It’s title vs. career
here. Let’s get this over with.



Raw World Title: Goldberg vs. HHH

Also if HHH loses by countout or disqualification he loses the
belt. Ross and Lawler are back for commentary here. Ross of
course can’t remember when the stakes were ever higher. I love
hyperbole in wrestling. This is nut cutting time apparently.
Ok then. Ross says he has to mat wrestle Goldberg to keep the
title. I thought he had to win the match to retain. Then again
I’m no professional.

Goldberg in the shorts never worked. Also they remixed his
music for no apparent reason at all. HHH still had a groin
injury here so he’s wearing long shorts which look weird. We
even get referee instructions. Lawler says it doesn’t get any
bigger than this. Again, yeah it does. It’s a power match to
start, which despite his huge muscles, HHH has never been
portrayed as one other than the spinebuster. The Pedigree
certainly isn’t a power move.

Goldberg of course wins it as we’re told that HHH is 4-0 at
Unforgiven. Ross and Lawler are rather chipper for guys that
just lost their jobs. This match is of course awkward as their
styles just clash completely. WWE just had no idea how to use
Goldberg. He was a monster but they had him lose far too much
and be hurt far too much. They just didn’t get it and it never
really worked. The spear eats knee and HHH takes over.

So despite everything that Goldberg has taken over the years,
a knee to the head stops him. Sure why not. There’s a Figure
Four. I get that Flair is great, but does he have to get so
many freaking tributes to him? In a cool power spot, Goldberg
catches the knee of HHH on a kneedrop. He just puts his hands
up and blocks the knee of a 270+ pound guy, not even factoring
in force, the jump that HHH did to get there, the velocity and
momentum and the height he got.

That’s so ridiculously over the top that it’s AWESOME. HHH is
busted open after going into the steps. And what would a main



event be without a ref bump? HHH gets a sledgehammer shot to
the jaw which likely should kill Goldberg but he’s up in like
3 seconds and hits the spear. The Jackhammer gives him the
title clean.

Rating: D+. This was just generic. It could have been the main
event of any big Raw minus the title change. Also, I know
Goldberg was a big star but he just doesn’t fit in here at
all. They try to make this a huge thing but it just isn’t.
More than anything else they just wanted to get the belt off
of HHH who had held it since like January. This just had
nothing at all going for it though and just wasn’t interesting
at all. Not bad from a technical standpoint, but just not a
good match at all.

Overall Rating: D. There’s just nothing very good here. The
thing isn’t that it’s a bad show. It’s not horrible or one of
the worst shows ever or anything, but it’s just really weak.
There’s nothing worth paying anything to see as all of these
matches have either been done better at other shows or aren’t
all that interesting to begin with.

Orton continuing his rise to greatness is about all that’s
worth anything here. Again, the matches aren’t horrible, but
there’s just no reason to want to watch them. Definitely not
recommended.

 

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews



Survivor Series Count-Up 2012
Edition – 1996: Rocky Debuts
And Austin Arrives
Survivor  Series 1996
Date: November 17, 1996
Location: Madison Square Garden, New York City, New York
Attendance: 18,647
Commentators: Jim Ross, Vince McMahon, Jerry Lawler

To MSG we go as we’re in a very different era here. Shawn is world
champion but is also burned out and needing some time away from the ring.
He’s defending against Sid tonight, but that’s not the important thing
tonight. There’s a major debut, but aside from that, we’ve got Bret Hart
returning for the first time since losing the title to Shawn to face a
bald headed Texan who is tired of hearing how great guys like Hart are
and wants to prove how great he is. His name is Stone Cold Steve Austin
and tonight is his coming out party. Let’s get to it.

After a quick look at what’s been going on in MSG to hype the show we’re
ready to go.

Team Furnas and Lafon vs. Team Owen Hart/British Bulldog

Doug Furnas, Phillip Lafon, Godwinns

Owen Hart, British Bulldog, New Rockers

The New Rockers are Leif Cassidy (Al Snow) and Marty Jannetty. Furnas and
Lafon are feuding with Hart and Bulldog for Smith and Hart’s tag titles.
Furnas and Lafon were a team who mainly worked in AJPW in Japan who were
better than they’re given credit for. Apparently Furnas is the one with
the long hair. Got it. I can never remember which is which. Lafon vs.
Marty starts things off and they trade arm holds, but Lafon avoids a
monkey flip. The Rockers are heels here if that’s not clear.

Off to Cassidy who is a better technical guy. Lafon goes after the leg
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but Cassidy comes back with a leg drag. Off to Phineas who spits into the
air, catches it, and rubs it in his hair. Cassidy messes with Phineas and
hides in the ropes as a result. A clothesline puts Godwin down and it’s
off to Owen for some stomping. Off to Bulldog for more beating but I keep
getting distracted by the agents and other people coming in and out of
the door to the backstage area at the top of the aisle.

Eventually we get down to Marty vs. Phineas with Jannetty taking over
with a jumping back elbow. Marty loads up his Superbomb but gets
crotched. Phineas loads up a superplex (JR: “How stupid was that of
him?”) but gets shoved down. Marty misses an elbow and there’s the hot
tag minus the heat to bring in Henry vs. Marty. Phineas dives into the
corner to stop Henry from hitting the buckle and it’s the Slop Drop
(reverse DDT) to eliminate Jannetty. Owen immediately spinwheel kicks
Henry to tie it up.

Phineas goes into one of his fits and beats up everyone, but Bulldog gets
a blind tag and powerslams Phineas to make it 3-2. All three of those
eliminations were in less than a minute so I didn’t skip anything. It’s
Furnas/Lafon vs. Cassidy/Hart/Bulldog. Furnas and Bulldog start things
off and Furnas is in trouble. Off to Cassidy for a spinning Rock Bottom
for two. Furnas speeds things up but Owen gets a blind tag in and hits a
sweet missile dropkick for two.

A fisherman’s suplex gets two for Owen and some heel triple teaming has
Furnas in trouble. JR goes on another rant about how the two referees are
making no difference here. This is during the time when JR had gone heel
for the first time but it wouldn’t last much longer. Back to Cassidy who
hits a gutbuster but doesn’t cover for some reason. Cassidy misses a
charge and there’s the tag to Lafon, who hits a quick reverse superplex
to eliminate Leif and get us down to the main two tag teams.

It’s Lafon vs. Bulldog with Davey being dropped on his face. Owen comes
in with a cross body for two. A neckbreaker and a legdrop get two on
Lafon as does an enziguri. Back to Bulldog who kicks Lafon low to keep
control. Things break down a bit and Lafon hits a quick sunset flip on
Smith for the elimination. It’s Owen vs. Furnas and Lafon with Lafon in
the ring to start the last part.



Owen goes after the leg including an Indian Deathlock and the
Sharpshooter but Furnas makes the save. Lafon hits a spin kick to take
Hart down and there’s the hot tag to Furnas (pun intended). Doug destroys
Owen with suplexes and a release German gets the final pin. Furnas beat
him in about thirty seconds.

Rating: C+. This didn’t suck but it didn’t hit a level they were reaching
for. Furnas and Lafon didn’t look right here and the crowd didn’t really
know who they were yet, so the place was hardly rocking. It’s not a bad
match but it didn’t quite work like it was supposed to. Things will pick
up soon on this show though.

Kevin Kelly is in the boiler room with Mankind, who he abandoned
Undertaker for at Summerslam. Tonight the huge rivalry continues with
Bearer locked in a small cage above the ring. This is when Mankind was
still relatively new (he debuted about six and a half months before this)
and no one knew what to make of him yet. All anyone knew was he could
beat up Undertaker which was unheard of at the time.

Mankind vs. Undertaker

Bearer has to be locked in the small cage. This is a Cornette Special.
Taker lowers down from the rafters in what can only be called a Batman
costume minus the mask. Taker also has on a new attire for this, which is
basically a biker vest and leather pants. That would become his standard
look for the next three years or so. Mankind rams him into the small cage
to start and they head to the floor very quickly.

Back in and Taker gets all fired up before busting out a drop toehold. He
goes after Mankind’s right arm to take away the Mandible Claw, which is
the only hold that can stop Undertaker. Taker puts on a cross armbreaker
of all things, which is something he would occasionally bust out when he
was MMA Cowboy Of Death mode but I didn’t think he did it back here.
Apparently if Taker wins he gets five minutes with Mankind. We head back
to the floor with Taker ramming the arm into the barricade again. Back in
and Taker misses an elbow but he sits up immediately.

We head to the floor for the third time via a Cactus Clothesline and they
head into the crowd. Mankind charges at Taker but gets backdropped over



the barricade and onto the concrete. A low blow puts Taker down on the
apron and down onto the floor, where Mankind hits the elbow off the
apron. Taker gets sent into the buckle but comes back with an elbow to
the face.

Taker headbutts him halfway out of the ring as this continues to be a
total brawl so far. Undertaker bites on the Claw hand but he lowers his
head and gets piledriven down for two. Mankind loads up the Claw but
Taker blocks the hands. The Tombstone is countered and there’s the Claw.
Taker sends him out to the floor which is one of the first times that
hold has been broken.

Old School hits but Mankind pops up and hits a double arm DDT to put
Taker down. Mankind goes up but jumps into a chokeslam. The Claw goes on
but Taker chokeslams him anyway. Cool spot. Taker tries a cross body but
he crashes over the top and out to the floor. Mankind tries a flip dive
off the apron but crashes just as badly as Taker did. Back in and Mankind
tries a quick sleeper, only to be suplexed down by Taker.

Even JR is talking about how much more wrestling Undertaker is doing here
which is indeed a strange sight. Mankind pulls out a foreign object to
stab at Taker with. Unlike Lawler’s style, there’s an actual object here
for Mankind to hit him with. Mankind climbs on his back in the corner but
Taker pulls Mankind down and KILLS HIM with the Tombstone for the pin.

Rating: B. Foley said in his book that this is his least favorite of the
series with Taker, which is saying a lot because this is a very solid
brawl. It’s physical for the full fifteen minutes it runs with two large
guys beating the tar out of each other. On top of that, it’s cool to see
Taker work a new style while in an entirely new attire as well. Good
stuff here.

Bearer’s cage is lowered to Taker but the Executioner (Terry Gordy in a
hood) makes the save. Taker beats him up but Bearer escapes.

Sunny (still smoking hot and not smoking crack here) comes out for
commentary.

Team HHH, with the IC Champion as captain, is ready for Marc Mero. Mark



Henry was supposed to be on HHH’s team but he’s injured. I’m shocked too.

Team Hunter Hearst Helmsley vs. Team Marc Mero

Hunter Hearst Helmsley, Jerry Lawler, Goldust, Crush

Marc Mero, Jake Roberts, The Stalker, Rocky Maivia

I think you know everyone here. Stalker is Barry Windham as a kind of
military guerrilla warfare character. This is Rocky’s debut, so who do
you think the focus is going to be on? Lawler and Roberts are feuding as
well. Mero has Sable with him here. Sunny immediately freaks out on JR
for suggesting Sable is hotter. She yells about being natural while Sable
is about to melt near the fireworks. Rocky’s outfit looks ridiculous with
kind of a cape but made of streamers that goes over his chest as well.
Apparently Roberts was a surprise partner and the replacement for Henry.

Jake comes out with the big yellow snake sans bag and chases the team off
with it. Goldust and Mero get things going with Marc cranking on the arm.
They both block hiptosses so Mero rolls him up for two. Off to Stalker
who is now just a guy in camo pants and a WWF t-shirt. Back to Mero to
fire off a bunch of hiptosses to Goldie who is a bit calmer than he was
last year. Rollup gets two for Mero and it’s back to the arm. Stalker
pounds away at Goldie’s ribs before it’s off to HHH. Off to Mero to face
Crush as HHH wanted nothing to do with Wildman (Mero).

Mero grabs the arm and for you trivia guys out there, Rocky’s first
official time in a WWF ring is against Crush. It lasts all of six seconds
before it’s off to Lawler who is immediately punched, kicked in the face,
and knocked to the floor. You know Lawler is going to go insane with the
selling too. Lawler wants nothing to do with Rocky so it’s off to HHH.
Vince explains that Rocky’s name is Dwayne Johnson and that he took the
name of his father and grandfather to come up with Rocky Maivia.

In the first of many matches, HHH stomps away in the corner and JR is in
football mode. Goldust comes in and drops an elbow followed by some
rights to the head. Crush comes in and works on the back for a bit before
it’s off to Lawler. Back to HHH as Sunny makes fun of Vince for allegedly
having a toupee. Rocky pounds away and backdrops HHH before it’s off to



Roberts.

Jake beats up everyone but tries to get to Lawler instead of going after
the legal HHH. The shortarm clothesline takes HHH down but the DDT
doesn’t work. Off to Lawler who makes fun of Roberts for being an
alcoholic. Lawler keeps doing it and there’s the DDT for the first
elimination. Goldust comes in next as JR makes fun of the lack of tan on
Roberts. We hit the chinlock for a bit until jawbreaker gets Jake out of
it. Off to Stalker as JR and Sunny talk about Barry wearing lucky boots.
Crush hits Stalker in the back and the Curtain Call (reverse suplex drop)
gets the pin for Goldust to tie things up.

Mero comes in immediately to hit a knee lift to take over. Goldie gets in
a shot and HHH finally comes in to beat on the other captain. A
backbreaker puts Mero down and it’s back to Crush. This is during Crush’s
gang member phase and he couldn’t look more out of place with his
partners at this point. A legdrop gets two for Crush and it’s off to
Goldie. Back to Crush for another backbreaker for two. Things are slowing
down a bit here.

HHH comes in again and puts on an abdominal stretch. He gets caught
holding the ropes and hiptossed out as is his custom with referees. A
sunset flip can’t get HHH down before he makes the tag to Goldust. HHH is
back in about five seconds later and let’s look at Sunny! Ok I can’t
complain about that one as much. Jake is pulled in sans tag, allowing
Mero to hit a moonsault press on HHH for the elimination. That was a very
messy sequence with all the tags with nothing happening between them and
the non-tag to Jake. Either that or I missed a tag and Mero was totally
illegal when he pinned HHH.

It’s Mero/Rocky/Roberts vs. Crush/HHH. Crush comes in next and is almost
immediately dropkicked out to the floor. Mero loads up a dive but Goldust
makes a save and shoves Crush out of the way. Back inside, Crush’s Heart
Punch (exactly what it sounds like) pins Mero. We were looking at a
replay when it happened though so that’s hearsay. Roberts comes in,
misses the short clothesline and is Heart Punched out as well.

We’re left with Rocky (who actually gets a face chant in MSG at this



point) vs. Goldust and Crush. He starts with the one not painted like an
Academy Award and accepts a Test of Strength for some reason. A small
package out of nowhere gets two for Maivia and here’s Goldust again.
Rocky cross bodies Crush for no count as both bad guys are in the ring at
once. Goldust hits Rocky low which isn’t illegal apparently but Crush
Heart Punches Goldie. Cross body pins Crush and about thirty seconds
later, a shoulder breaker (Rocky’s original finisher) gets the final pin.

Rating: C+. This dragged a bit in the middle, but it accomplished three
goals: Roberts got to knock Lawler out cold, Mero got to pin HHH to
continue their feud, and Rocky got to debut strongly. The problem is the
rest of the match wasn’t much to see. Maivia winning over guys like Crush
and Goldust is a good thing because it’s unrealistic to have him beat the
IC Champion and beating Lawler doesn’t mean anything because Lawler is a
career jobber in the WWF. Crush is a big imposing guy who is also a
jobber, but at least he looks intimidating. Goldust has credentials too
and a loss isn’t going to hurt him. Smart booking.

We recap Bret vs. Austin in arguably the real main event of the night.
Austin has spent weeks or months talking about how what Hart did means
nothing. Bret hasn’t been seen since Wrestlemania when he lost to Shawn.
Tonight we have to see if Austin can back up what he’s saying against a
rusty Hitman. The hype on this was excellent and still works to this day.

Bret says MSG is holy ground for him.

Steve Austin vs. Bret Hart

They stare each other down in the middle of the ring and Austin flips
Hart off. This feels like a huge fight which is exactly what it’s
supposed to do. Austin takes Bret into the corner and gives a clean
break. Bret goes for Austin’s leg and they go into the corner as well for
another clean break. I love matches where the guys mirror each other. JR
says neither of these guys have ever submitted in the WWF. That’s not
actually true but we’ll go with it for the sake of simplicity.

Austin actually wins a technical battle and cranks on the arm. Bret does
the same and adds a hammerlock. They fight for wristlocks and Bret takes
it to the mat, working on the arm. Austin fights up and takes his head



off with an elbow. Bret stays technical, Austin turns it into a brawl.
This is going to have some good psychology in it I’d assume. Bret takes
it right back to the mat and cranks on the arm again.

Back up and Austin drops Bret with a Stun Gun and immediately chokes. Hit
the neck, work on the neck. It’s not complicated. Austin stomps on the
neck and throat before slingshotting Bret’s throat into the bottom rope.
An elbow to the neck/chest sends Bret to the floor and Austin is starting
to roll. Back in and Austin hooks a chinlock before dropping knees to the
chest/throat for two.

They slug it out with Austin knocking Bret into the corner. Bret comes
back with an atomic drop (which Vince calls a reverse piledriver because
he’s Vince McMahon and isn’t a very good announcer) and a clothesline
followed by a Russian legsweep for two. A bulldog attempt by Hart is
countered by sending him chest first into the buckle. Austin loads up a
superplex but Bret slams him down and hits a top rope elbow for a delayed
two.

Austin escapes a backbreaker with a rake of the eyes as momentum shifts
again. Bret gets sent to the floor and Austin just pounds on him with
forearms and punches. Austin rams him back first into the post as the
attacks shifts to the back. Bret comes back by sending him into the
barricade, breaking the thing apart. They head into the front row and
knock the barricade over. Austin is in trouble again and Bret chases him
to the other side of the ring.

Steve is like screw this defense thing and sling shots Bret onto the
Spanish announce table. They fight underneath the table with Austin
pounding away. Austin was a smart heel in that instead of standing
around, he wanted to beat on Bret even more when he had Bret down. Back
in and Austin drops a middle rope elbow for two. A running crotch attack
to Bret’s back gets another two and Austin is getting frustrated.

Off to an abdominal stretch and of course Austin grabs the rope. Back up
and Bret wins a slugout before Stun Gunning Austin right back to take
over again. A piledriver puts Steve down for two and Bret is exhausted.
Bret hits a backbreaker and goes up, only to get crotched and superplexed



down. Austin has that look in his eye where you know he’s feeling it.
Bret hooks Austin’s feet after the superplex but only gets two.

Bret goes after Austin and walks into a Stunner but it only gets two. It
gets another two and make that four. Austin is all ticked off now and
pounds away at Bret before getting two more. He puts Bret in a solid
Texas Cloverleaf but Bret still won’t quit. He makes the rope and the
fans breathe a sigh of relief. Austin sends him into the corner but
Bret’s knee gives out and Bret’s back hits the post.

That gets two and Austin goes back to the Cloverleaf. Scratch that as he
makes it a bow and arrow instead. It’s amazing how much different that
broken neck made Austin. He’s a completely different guy here and it
works really well too. Austin grabs the ropes to block a Sharpshooter and
there’s a sleeper but Austin hits a jawbreaker to escape. Austin slaps on
the Million Dollar Dream but Bret climbs up the buckles and backflips
onto Austin for the surprise pin. Steve is stunned, no pun intended.
Apparently this was a #1 contenders match. Ok then.

Rating: A+. It’s Austin vs. Hart for 25 minutes. Were you expecting
anything but a masterpiece? This match isn’t remembered for one reason:
they had a rematch which is one of the greatest matches of all time. This
however is liked better by a lot of people and I can easily get that.
This is a pure, hard hitting wrestling match which ends with a wrestling
counter. The psychology here is incredible with Austin wanting to prove
he can go move for move with Bret before finally getting outsmarted when
Austin was frustrated and trying one of his old moves. This is one of the
best pairings of all time.

Sid is ready for Shawn tonight.

Team Farrooq vs. Team Yokozuna

Farrooq, Vader, Razor Ramon, Diesel

Yokozuna, Flash Funk, Savio Vega, Jimmy Snuka

Snuka is a mystery partner, Yoko literally must weigh 700lbs, and these
are the fake Ramon and Diesel. Diesel here is more famous as Kane.



Cornette is on commentary here and freaks out because of Snuka, who was
inducted into the Hall of Fame last night. This is when the HOF was even
more of a joke than it is today. Funk and Vader get things going as this
match couldn’t be more filler if it tried.

Vader pummels him in the corner but Funk comes back with a kick that
misses by so much that even Vince has to say it didn’t hit. Vader goes
down anyway. Vader is sent to the floor and Funk hits a moonsault to take
him out and send Cornette into heart attack mode. Back in and Vader
powerbombs him down but it’s off to Yoko. That goes nowhere so it’s off
to Farrooq vs. Savio. This is Farrooq’s debut with the Nation of
Domination which is just him at this point.

Razor comes in and JR, the guy that brought them in, wants nothing to do
with them. JR says he’d be a better manager than Cornette would.
Cornette: “You couldn’t manage a Wendy’s!” JR: “I could if you were in
town.” Razor can’t do the fallaway slam so it’s off to Diesel. Remember
that this is New York City so guess how well this is received. Diesel
pounds on Funk, Funk fires back, Diesel knocks him down, CAN WE GET THIS
OVER WITH ALREADY???

Funk tries a sunset flip but gets chokebombed for his efforts. Off to
Farrooq who gets flipped around by Funk but Flash walks into a snap
spinebuster. Here’s Vader for some mauling before Savio gets the tag. Off
to Snuka who charges into a Diesel knee. Vader vs. Snuka now and Superfly
actually slams him.

Off to Savio who gets beaten up by Farrooq on the floor. Back in and
Diesel Jackknifes Snuka for the first elimination. Off to Snuka vs. Ramon
now with Snuka slamming him down and hitting the Superfly Splash for the
elimination. Then everyone brawls in the ring and EVERYONE IS FREAKING
DQ’ED TO END THE MATCH.

Rating: F. There was no reason for this match to happen, Ramon and Diesel
were STUPID, Yoko was disgustingly fat, Farrooq was a waste of a debut,
Snuka isn’t a good surprise at all. There’s nothing to see here and it
was one of the worst matches I can remember in a long time. Also it’s
less than ten minutes long, making it the shortest Survivor Series match



ever.

We recap Sid vs. Shawn. They used to be partners and now they’re fighting
over the title. Sid is nuts and that’s about it.

WWF World Title: Shawn Michaels vs. Sycho Sid

Sid’s name in pyro was always cool. The fans aren’t all that thrilled
with Shawn but it’s not booing. Shawn charges at Sid and is immediately
knocked down with right hands. The champ (Shawn) stands in one place and
punches even faster which apparently is ok. Off to a headlock on the mat
but Sid NIPS UP and pounds away. There’s a gorilla press attempt but
Shawn lands on his feet. Sid tries the powerbomb (POP) but Shawn bails to
the floor.

Back in and Shawn takes out the knee before hitting a Robinsdale Crunch
(it’s a leg lock with Shawn jumping to crush the knee). The fans chant
for Sid. Off to a Figure Four for awhile before Sid rolls it over. Shawn
goes for the hold again but Sid kicks him shoulder first into the post.
Sid slows things down and starts firing off some kicks to the head and
ribs.

Shawn avoids a charge into the corner and goes after the knee some more.
Sid kicks him into the ropes and Shawn skins the cat, but Sid
clotheslines him right to the floor. Shawn gets dropped on the barricade
which gets two back inside. Sid hits a few running kicks to the head in
the corner as things slow down again. Michaels avoids a charge in the
corner and goes up, with the fans openly booing him now.

The champ dives into a backbreaker for two and Shawn can barely get up.
Shawn fights up and turns it into a slugout with Sid going down. We get
the always stupid looking jump into the boot spot and Sid puts on a cobra
clutch. Shawn fights up and walks into a chokeslam. The place is
exploding for Sid here. The powerbomb is countered into a small package
for two but Sid gets the same off a powerslam.

Shawn nips up and is immediately clotheslined down to a BIG pop. Sid
grabs a camera and blasts Jose Lithario (Shawn’s manager) in the chest
with it for no apparent reason. Shawn superkicks Sid down but stops to



look at Jose instead of covering. The referee goes down somewhere in
there and Shawn gets hit with the camera as well. Back inside Sid
powerbombs Shawn down for the pin and the title. Girl in the front row:
“NOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!”

Rating: B. Shawn’s heart wasn’t in this at all and that was clear
throughout the match. His eyes didn’t have it in there anymore and it’s
really no surprise that after February he would take time off to find his
smile. This was good stuff for the most part but the ending seemed
overdone. Little trivia for you: this is Sid’s first title in the WWF or
WCW. You would have thought he would have gotten something before then,
given the PPVs he main evented.

Shawn scrambles to the back to check on Jose.

Overall Rating: B+. There’s some awesome stuff on here with a lot of
historical stuff in there too. There’s one really bad match but it only
lasts ten minutes or so. Other than that, this show is pretty much
golden. Solid show overall but the company was entering a dark age with
the NWO destroying them. That being said, the Austin vs. Bret feud would
continue for most of a year and would keep the promotion alive once they
hit the double turn in the spring. Good show here and much better than I
remember.

Ratings Comparison

Team Furnas and Lafon vs. Team Owen Hart and British Bulldog

Original: B-

Redo: C+

Undertaker vs. Mankind

Original: C+

Redo: B

Team Hunter Hearst Helmsley vs. Team Marc Mero

Original: D



Redo: C+

Bret Hart vs. Steve Austin

Original: A+

Redo: A+

Team Farrooq vs. Team Yokozuna

Original: D-

Redo: F

Sycho Sid vs. Shawn Michaels

Original: C-

Redo: B

Overall Rating

Original: B-

Redo: B+

Like I said, I liked it better than I rememebred.

Here’s the original review if you’re interested:

http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2011/11/15/history-of-survivor-series-count
-up-1996-bret-vs-austin-the-prequel-and-rock-debuts/

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews
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Survivor Series Count-Up 2012
Edition – 1995: Go Diesel Go
Survivor  Series 1995
Date: November 19, 1995
Location: USAir Arena, Landover, Maryland
Attendance: 14,500
Commentators: Vince McMahon, Mr. Perfect, Jim Ross

This is an interesting show as things were transitioning from what we had
for the last two years to the New Generation era, and by that I mean it’s
Shawn Michaels time. The main event tonight is Bret challenging Diesel,
who has been champion for just shy of a year, for the title. Other than
that we’ve got some Survivor Series matches here and that’s about it.
Let’s get to it.

Oh and Nitro started about two months ago, meaning Luger is gone.

We start with Razor Ramon, talking about being in the first Wild Card
match. The idea here was to take faces and heels and mix them up. It was
an interesting concept but like most Survivor Series matches, it didn’t
mean anything and wasn’t done again.

Mr. Perfect is introduced as a surprise commentator.

We actually get an opening video which is about Bret going A-Diesel
hunting. The idea is old vs. new. It’s No countout and No DQ tonight,
basically meaning a street fight.

BodyDonnas vs. Underdogs

Skip, Rad Radford, Tom Prichard, 1-2-3 Kid

Barry Horowitz, Hakushi, Marty Jannetty, Bob Holly

The idea here is people that care about their looks vs. jobbers. Horowitz
scored one of the biggest upsets ever over Skip. Jannetty needs no
introduction as a jobber. The Kid is a mystery partner who is freshly

https://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2012/11/01/survivor-series-count-up-2012-edition-go-diesel-go/
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heel here. By freshly I mean this is his first match as a heel. Razor
comes out to go after the Kid who screwed him over on Raw on Monday. Yeah
Raw is finally a big deal at this point too. Razor is IC Champion of
course.

Prichard and Jannetty start things off and Marty has to fight out of the
heel corner. The Kid holds him there but Prichard hits Kid with a knee by
mistake. The BodyDonnas huddle on the floor until it’s off to Radford
(Louie Spicolli) vs. Marty. Radford is called BodyDonna in training
because he’s pretty fat. Here’s Holly to face Rad and he takes Radford
over with a rana. Radford tries the same thing but gets powerbombed down.

Off to Hakushi who is pretty freshly face I believe. He gets behind
Radford but walks into a spinebuster. Off to the Kid who hits a top rope
splash on Hakushi for two and it’s off to Captain Skip. Hakushi escapes a
belly to back superplex and it’s back to Holly who speeds things up.
Prichard comes in as the fans want Barry. A powerbomb counters a rana
from Holly but Tom misses a moonsault. Holly hits a top rope cross body
for the elimination. Skip immediately comes in and rolls up Holly to tie
it back up.

Hakushi comes in again and trips up Skip before elbowing him in the face.
A Vader Bomb hits knees though and Skip gets control back. A shot to the
chest takes Skip down so here’s the Kid again. The fans want Barry but
it’s Hakushi taking over with a Muta Elbow in the corner. A top rope
shoulder takes Kid down for two but Hakushi misses a springboard splash.
Razor is watching in the back. Kid kicks Hakushi in the back of the head
and Radford gets the easy pin.

Barry comes in and gets pounded down and the fans almost explode.
Naturally this match would be the end of his push because that’s how it
works in the WWF. Radford and the Kid double team Horowitz but he comes
back with a jawbreaker to Radford. Skip tells Rad not to pin Barry yet
because Skip wants to get the pin himself.

Radford hits a Hennig neck snap as Hennig is stunned at the reaction to
Horowitz. Rad stops to exercise and gets cradled by Barry for the pin.
It’s Skip/The Kid vs. Barry/Marty. Horowitz gets distracted by a double



team and the Kid dropkicks him in the back, setting up a legdrop for the
elimination. So it’s Marty down two on one but he avoids a charging Skip
in the corner.

A sunset flip out of nowhere gets two for Marty and the Rocker Dropper (a
fancy Fameasser) puts Skip down and Marty goes up. Sunny crotches him
(it’s 1995 so I can still call Marty lucky for that) but Skip gets
countered into a Superbomb (powerbomb off the top, which would be Skip’s
finisher in ECW) for the elimination. It’s one on one now and a missile
dropkick gets two for the Kid. A moonsault misses Marty though and
they’re both down. Jannetty dropkicks him down for two and here comes
Sid. A Rocker Dropper takes the Kid down for two but Sid guillotines
Marty on the ropes and Kid steals the pin.

Rating: B. This was a good match to open things up with, especially since
I don’t think anyone would have been able to buy Barry Horowitz
captaining anything but an opening match team. Other than that though,
the action here was good and it set the Kid up as a somewhat big time
heel which is what he needed so soon after a turn. Good opener.

Razor threw a fit in the back after the loss, throwing a monitor against
the wall in the process.

Three members of I guess you would say the heel Wild Card team (Dean
Douglas, Owen and Yokozuna) say that Razor needs to channel his energy
into their match later, since he’s their partner.

Team Bertha Faye vs. Team Alundra Blayze

Bertha Faye, Aja Kong, Tomoko Watanabe, Lioness Asuka

Alundra Blayze, Kyoko Inoue, Sakie Hasegawa, Chaparita Asari

Let me make this clear for those of you that feel the need to educate me
every time there is a Japanese wrestler in a match: I do not care about
Japanese wrestling. If I did, I would watch it. I also do not care about
women’s wrestling. If I did, I would watch more of it. Therefore, do me a
favor and save your history lessons about these girls because I have
almost no idea which is which, nor do I particularly care. I’m not saying



they’re not talented and that they haven’t had some great matches. I’m
saying I do not care about them, nor do I want to learn about them.

Bertha is a fat and not incredibly attractive woman and is Blayze’s main
rival for Blayze’s Women’s Title. She tells the fans to shut up in an
attempt to get people interested in this match. Asari and Asuka start
things off with Asuka kicking her head off with a spinwheel kick. At
least I think that’s what happened because we’re getting a wide shot of
the arena for the opening bell. Asari, a member of the face team, stands
about 4’9 and is a tiny thing whereas Asuka looks like a monster.

Off to Blayze who is more Asuka’s size for a slam on the Lioness. Back to
Asari who debuts the Sky Twister Press (a corkscrew moonsault) in
America. Asuka doesn’t sell it but you can’t ask everything of her. Vince
has no idea what to call it but JR is there to clean up for him. Blayze
comes back in and hits a German suplex to eliminate Asuka. Good now I
don’t have to keep track of two girls with similar names.

Watanabe comes in but misses a dive. Blayze sends her to the floor and
does hit her dive to take over. Hasegawa comes in and hits five rolling
double underhook suplexes on Watanabe as Perfect makes sexist remarks.
Watanabe hits a seated senton off the top for two as this selling thing
is still an issue. Aja Kong, a total monster, comes in with no tag and is
immediately kicked in the face and suplexed by Hasegawa. Another Rock
Bottom suplex puts her down but Hasegawa jumps into a kick to the chest.
Something like a belly to back suplex eliminates Hasegawa to make it 3-3.

Asari comes in and is quickly dispatched by a middle rope splash. If you
can’t see the ending of this match coming, you fail your exam. Blayze
comes in but tags out almost immediately to Inoue. Inoue looks like a
cross between a Rocker and the Ultimate Warrior. By the time I finish
typing that, a seated senton eliminates her. Kong put out three girls in
about 90 seconds.

So it’s Blayze vs. Faye, Kong and Watanabe. All three get in the ring at
once but it winds up being Watanabe who is legal. A snap suplex gets two
for the champion and a slow motion piledriver gets the pin and the
elimination for Blayze. Faye comes in and after some basic shots to



Blayze, Faye gets caught in a German suplex to make it one on one. Kong
hits a superplex for two and she crushes Blayze in the corner for a bit.
Alundra hits a bad rana for two and a standing moonsault for the same.
Blayze goes up but gets headbutted down and the spinning backfist gets
the pin for Kong.

Rating: C+. The match was fun stuff considering it only had ten minutes
to get through seven eliminations. Kong would have been a great
challenger for Blayze, if the division had stayed around. Blayze would
show up on Nitro in about a month and throw the WWF Women’s Title (and
her career too) in the trash. Fun match but too rushed to mean anything.

A Bill Clinton impersonator is here. He says he’s been watching Bam Bam
Bigelow since Bigelow was a kid and playing with Pebbles.

Bam Bam Bigelow vs. Goldust

Goldust is like a month old at this point. Bigelow is obsessed with fire
at this point which makes sense given his looks and attire. This is when
Goldust was just a movie guy at this point and not, you know, trying to
screw everyone on the roster. After about a four minute entrance, we’re
ready to go. Then we get some stalling to go with the long entrance.
There’s not even a Marlena yet to look at.

Goldie tries to get in Bigelow’s mind but gets knocked to the floor for
his efforts. Back in and Bigelow slugs him down but charges into a boot
in the corner. Goldust gets rammed into the post on the floor but he
comes back with a clothesline to send Bigelow back to the floor. Back in
and it’s a front facelock as this match keeps dragging along. Bam Bam is
thrown to the floor but comes back with a clothesline. A headbutt misses
and Goldie rides Bigelow on the mat. Bam Bam comes back with an electric
chair but gets taken down by a lariat. Bigelow makes a comeback, misses a
charge, and gets bulldogged down for the pin.

Rating: F. This was an eight minute match. Look at the length of what I
wrote and tell me how this match ran eight minutes. Goldust was all
mystique and no substance for a year or so until he figured out how to
wrestle a match as Goldust instead of as Dustin Rhodes in a funny outfit.
This was Bigelow’s last match in the company ever.



Clinton wastes more of our time. Bob Backlund is with him now. Backlund
is a critic apparently.

We recap Mabel vs. Undertaker. Mabel was fat and won the King of the
Ring, then last month on Raw he dropped some big fat legs on Taker,
crushing his face. Tonight it’s about revenge.

Royals vs. Dark Side

King Mabel, Jerry Lawler, Hunter Hearst Helmsley, Isaac Yankem

Undertaker, Fatu, Henry Godwin, Savio Vega

Mabel is on a throne carried by about five guys, all of whom look like
they’re about to have hernias. The idea here is you have King Mabel, King
Lawler, the blue blood and the Royal Dentist Isaac Yankem. About two
years later, Isaac would put on a mask and remember that he’s
Undertaker’s brother named Kane. What exactly is dark about Taker’s
partners isn’t really clear. Fatu is MAKING A DIFFERENCE and is supposed
to be some kind of hero for kids in the projects. He was very happy to
become the Sultan a year later.

Taker’s entrance of course is huge. He has this skull looking mask on now
which would eventually be purple and look very stupid. Fatu and Hunter
Hearst Helmsley start things off. The Dark Side has matching t-shirts
that say Rest In Peace. Fatu throws Helmsley around to start but we
almost get a Pedigree, which is only broken up by a glare from
Undertaker. Off to Godwin who was feuding with Hunter at this point in
the standard culture clash feud.

Off to Lawler who immediately tags in Yankem. A big hop toss puts Isaac
down but he sends Henry into the corner to escape. Back to Helmsley,
which I’m getting tired of typing. If only there was a shorter version of
his name. Perfect: “You know Helmsley likes to be called Triple H.” Thank
you Mr. Perfect. Anyway, Godwin gorilla presses HHH, holding him up for a
LONG time.

Lawler comes in and gets Savio which is a clash of styles if I’ve ever
heard of one. Vega pounds away on Jerry as does Fatu. Yankem gets in a



knee to Fatu’s back and the evil King takes over. Isaac comes in to slam
Fatu and a legdrop follows. Mabel comes in but misses a splash in the
corner. Vega pounds on Mabel in a rematch of the KOTR final. A side slam
kills Vega but there’s no cover.

Vega gets beaten on in the corner to fill in more time. Yankem is listed
as 6’8 or 6’9 here, which means he would have grown about three or four
inches by the time he became the Big Fried Freak. A HHH knee drop gets
two on Vega as the crowd is silent because none of this means anything.
This is all just filler until we get to the Taker tag when the place is
going to erupt.

Lawler’s piledriver on Vega gets two. Well it’s not Memphis so it’s
understandable. Lawler knocks Vega into the corner…..and here’s Taker.
Jerry gets thrown around by the throat and no one will tag him. Tombstone
and pin on Lawler, tombstone and pin on Yankem, chokeslam and pin on
Helmsley, and there’s just Mabel left. He immediately belly to belly
suplexes Taker down and drops the face crushing legdrop before dancing a
bit. There’s the situp and Mabel runs for the countout.

Rating: D+. This whole match ran just under fifteen minutes and about two
of those meant anything. Everything was waiting for Taker to come in and
dominate, which he did quite well, but getting there was pretty dull
stuff. This match is more fun for looking at what these people would
become rather than what they are now. Taker would lose the mask soon
enough thank goodness.

Bret is ready for Diesel and isn’t looking forward to the defense he’d
have at the next In Your House against British Bulldog. He talks about
Wayne Gretsky and wonders if he himself is still the best ever. Today
he’ll find out.

Diesel isn’t worried about Bulldog and he’s going to take care of Bret
tonight.

DiBiase and Cornette have a small argument before the next match. Shawn
comes in and says chill.

Team Shawn Michaels vs. Team Yokozuna



Shawn Michaels, Ahmed Johnson, British Bulldog, Sycho Sid

Yokozuna, Owen Hart, Razor Ramon, Dean Douglas

This is the Wild Card match with all of the mixed up partners. It’s also
Ahmed’s PPV debut. Douglas is the original Damien Sandow, which is a
ripoff of the Genius. We get going with Owen vs. Shawn which is of course
very fast paced stuff. Shawn sends him to the floor and after ducking a
tennis racket shot from Cornette, taps Cornette’s pants with said racket.
Back inside and it’s Douglas pounding away on Shawn and suplexing him
down.

Shawn comes back with a forearm followed by a double ax off the top rope
for two. Douglas misses a Vader Bomb so Shawn comes back with a moonsault
press for two. It’s off to Ahmed who gets to destroy everything in sight
but he can’t slam Yoko. After a big group beatdown, Dean is able to get a
chinlock on Ahmed to take over. Razor gets in some cheap shots which is
rather heelish of him.

Back to Owen which lasts all of three seconds before it’s back to Dean.
Johnson powerslams Dean down but it’s off to Shawn who is launched by
Ahmed at Dean for two. In a more normal act for Razor, he pops Dean in
the face to give Shawn a rollup win. Off to Bulldog vs. Owen which should
be a good pairing. Owen hits a sweet spinwheel kick for two and Davey is
so mad that he tags out to Shawn.

Hart tags out to Razor and it’s time for a rematch from Summerslam 95.
JR: “I don’t think they can wrestle each other without a ladder.” They’re
tentative to start things off but Shawn throws Razor to the floor,
followed by Razor taking Shawn’s head off with a clothesline. They
collide in mid-air but Shawn nips up. Razor is like screw that chico and
hits the Razor’s Edge out of nowhere. Ahmed makes the save and the fans
aren’t sure if they like that.

They collide again…..and then they do it for a third time. Shawn tags in
Sid who had his back to the ring for some reason. This is a rematch from
Raw and part of an ongoing feud. Razor can barely get up, allowing Sid to
pound away at will. Yoko tries to get in a cheap shot on Sid but Sid
kicks him away. Razor comes back with some right hands and they



clothesline each other down. That’s the fourth time something Razor has
done something like that in five minutes.

For some reason, Sid goes up (well he is Sycho) and gets slammed back
down for two. A one handed chokeslam (looked awesome) puts Razor down but
Sid tags in Shawn instead of powerbombing Razor. Shawn accidentally
superkicks Sid, but Bulldog breaks up the pin. Not that it matters as
Razor covers again a second later and gets the pin. Sid powerbombs
Michaels, his own partner, before leaving. Bulldog and Razor are legal at
the moment with Davey pounding away….or not as Davey was just having fun.

Razor and Shawn are both down but Ramon can only get two. Owen gets the
tag to beat on Michaels and drops him with a backdrop. Off to Yoko for
the first time I believe and he destroys Shawn in the corner. Shawn gets
whipped upside down in the corner and it’s off to the nerve hold by Yoko.
It’s not like Yoko is flexing or anything but it does look like a nice
shoulder to lean on I guess.

Shawn gets up and is promptly elbowed back down. Off to Owen for a double
headbutt to put Shawn down again. Owen misses a swan dive and Shawn makes
the tag to Ahmed, who cleans house. The yet to be named Pearl River
Plunge (Tiger Bomb) pins Owen and it’s off to Razor vs. Ahmed, which
would have been a very interesting feud. Razor bulldogs Johnson down and
things break down again with Razor beating up all of his opponents.

Ahmed goes to the corner to pose, and he just happens to put himself in
Razor’s Edge position. With Ahmed down, Bulldog comes in sans tag. Here
come Sid and the 1-2-3 Kid with DiBiase as Razor hits the fallaway slam
on Bulldog for two. Razor drills the Kid but walks into the powerslam for
the elimination. It’s Shawn/Bulldog/Johnson vs. Yokozuna now.

Shawn gets the fat man first but the right hands don’t do much to Yoko,
who slugs Shawn down with ease. Yoko hits the fat man legdrop but opts
for the Banzai instead of covering. Shawn, fearing death, avoids the drop
and makes the tag to Ahmed. There’s the slam (for the second time) but
Bulldog breaks up the pin by his own teammate. Davey gets dropped and
Shawn superkicks Yoko down. A splash from Ahmed (with a SQUEAL) gets the
pin and the victory.



Rating: C+. For a match with almost no point behind it and some wacky
teams, this was pretty good stuff. The Shawn vs. Razor stuff was
interesting as you knew they had chemistry but it was fun to see them
without a gimmick. Ahmed looked good but not great here, which would be
the right description of him for his entire run in the WWF. Fun match
that was never tried again, which I can understand.

More Clinton stuff with Sunny sitting on his lap. Lucky guy.

Bret talks about his previous matches with Diesel, both of which rocked.

Diesel says he’s Jackknifed Bret twice but he’s not sure if he can beat
him. Diesel won the first one by DQ and the second was a draw. They were
both good matches so this should be good too.

Perfect picks Bret, JR picks Diesel.

WWF World Title: Bret Hart vs. Diesel

Diesel is defending and this is No DQ and No countout. Diesel immediately
takes a buckle pad off, so Bret takes another one off to match him. Bret
immediately charges him into the corner and goes after the leg but Diesel
pounds him over the back to take over. Diesel knocks him to the floor and
Bret is limping. The champ follows him out and hits a HARD ax handle to
put Bret down again. It’s a slow start so far but they have a lot of
time.

Hart gets sent into the barricade and goes back in but he bails to the
floor immediately. Back in and Diesel wins a slugout, knocking Bret to
the floor with a big right hand. Diesel whips him into the steps and
keeps the pace slow. A theme of the promos had been wearing Bret tiring
Diesel out so there’s some good psychology going on here. Diesel puts
Bret down with a hard chair shot to the back and Hart is reeling.

Back in and Diesel loads up the Jackknife but Bret keeps grabbing the leg
to block it. Now he bites the champ’s hands to escape. The fans are
starting to get into this too. Bret goes for the knee and the champ is in
trouble. They do the same opening sequence as Bret goes for the knee but
Diesel hits him in the back. This time though, Bret gets him down and



cranks on the knee. See, THAT is storytelling.

Perfect says the line that always gets on my nerves of “they’re all the
same size on the mat.” JR properly says “the size and power advantage are
negated on the mat.” What JR says is true. Diesel is still however bigger
than Bret on the mat or standing up. Anyway, Bret cannonballs down onto
the knee and there’s the Figure Four. Diesel makes the rope but Bret
stays on the bad leg.

Hart tries the Sharpshooter but Diesel thumbs him in the eyes before
kicking him into the exposed buckle. Bret picks the leg again and wraps
it around the post before tying a cord of some kind around the post. He
ties the other end of the cord to Diesel’s leg, making the champion a
sitting duck. Bret gets a chair but Diesel uses the free leg for a big
boot. Diesel crawls for the chair but Bret gets to it first and wears out
the knee with chair shots. The leg is still tied to the post.

With the leg still attached, Bret pulls off the backbreaker. Bret takes
the chair to the top but Diesel punches him down to crotch Bret. Hart
gets slammed to the mat, giving Diesel the chance to untie his ankle.
Diesel chokes Bret with the cord and hits the side slam for two. Diesel
sends Bret chest first into the exposed corner and puts him in 619
position for the running crotch attack, but he can’t run because of the
bad leg. Instead he jumps into the air and crashes down on Bret, which
looks more painful than the running version.

Diesel can barely hit Snake Eyes onto a covered buckle and Bret is in
trouble. He tries another one but Bret escapes and rams Diesel into the
exposed buckle. A Hart Attack clothesline gets two on the champ and Bret
starts his comeback. That would be his second comeback if you’re keeping
track. A middle rope clothesline gets two as does a Russian Legsweep.
Bret clotheslines Diesel to the floor and tries a plancha but Diesel just
steps to the side and lets Bret crash.

Bret starts getting back to the apron but Diesel knocks him off, and for
the first time ever, through the Spanish Announce Table. They head back
inside and Diesel calls for the Jackknife but Bret falls onto his face
from exhaustion. Diesel picks him up to try again but BRET IS



GOLDBRICKING and rolls Diesel up for the title out of nowhere, shocking
the fans.

Rating: A. Outstanding match here with both guys looking awesome. It
takes the right kind of opponent to get a great match out of Nash, but
when you put a smaller guy like Bret or Shawn in there, you’re going to
get a good result almost every time. These two had some masterpieces
against each other and this was one of the best ones. I had a blast with
this and it worked really well with Bret getting more and more violent
and sadistic before faking Diesel out and using a wrestling move to win
the title. That’s psychology people, and it’s great.

Diesel snaps post match and lays out Bret and some officials. Bret takes
two Jackknifes and says I’M BACK to end the show.

Overall Rating: B. This was a pleasant surprise as with 1995 you often
think of something disappointing but instead this was good almost
throughout. The Goldust match was terrible but other than that and
arguably the Undertaker match, the rest of this is all solid to quite
good stuff. Throw in a new world champion and there’s not much you can
call bad here. Very good show.

Ratings Comparison

BodyDonnas vs. Underdogs

Original: A-

Redo: B

Team Bertha Faye vs. Team Alundra Blayze

Original: D

Redo: C+

Goldust vs. Bam Bam Bigelow

Original: C

Redo: F



Dark Side vs. Royals

Original: B-

Redo: D+

Team Shawn Michaels vs. Team Yokozuna

Original: C+

Redo: C+

Bret Hart vs. Diesel

Original: C+

Redo: A

Overall Rating

Original: B-

Redo: B

As close as the previous show was to being the same, this one is almost
entirely different, yet it leads to a very similar overall rating. That’s
a very interesting thing and one of my favorite things to see in doing
this.

Here’s the original review if you’re interested:

http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2011/11/14/history-of-survivor-series-count
-up-1995-bret-slays-the-giant/

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews
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